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Abstract
With the advent of the Internet, communication networks are now a fundamental social infrastructure. Also, hand-held terminals and laptop computers
become widely used and they will form mobile ad-hoc networks (MANETs),
which are expected to realize various applications and services in the future.
Since many networked applications and services require secure and stable communication, we need to increase stability and reliability of those networks.
In wired networks, as the number of managed network segments increases,
workloads of network administrators become heavy because they must handle a
lot of management data obtained from those network segments. Moreover, we
face threats such as DDoS attacks caused by intelligent bots, which are difficult
to detect unlike conventional viruses. In such a situation, an efficient network
monitoring technique is required to enhance reliability of wired networks. Meanwhile, performance of applications/protocols on MANETs varies from minute
to minute due to the movement of nodes. For example, node mobility brings dynamics of topology and density, which result in link disconnection and/or packet
collision. For this reason, it is significant to consider mobility patterns of nodes
and involved topology dynamics in order to increase reliability of MANETs.
Considering the above facts, this thesis studies the following two research
topics: (1) a network monitoring technique which reduces workloads of network
administrators and achieves high availability for the administrator to receive the
monitored information reliably and timely, and (2) ad-hoc topology formation
which supports stable communication on MANETs.
The first method aims at reducing workloads of network administrators and
detecting damaged areas quickly and thoroughly when security problems occur.
For this purpose, we propose a middleware for efficient and robust network monitoring based on autonomous group formation. In this technique, we specify a
3

management scenario, which is composed of functions and primitives provided
by our middleware. The proposed middleware provides several APIs which
support group formation, communication among group members and gathering
information about monitoring items such as average TCP traffic. The administrators can easily describe management scenarios by using the provided APIs.
Due to the dynamic group formation function, members in the same group can
share information and send the summarized information to the administrator.
The proposed technique allows any member of the group to send the shared
information to the administrator node. Therefore, whenever link/node failures
occur, the administrator can receive information if at least one group member
succeeds in sending the information.
The second method aims at realizing stable communication on MANETs in
urban areas, and proposes an ad-hoc topology formation technique considering
movements of nodes. We have modeled realistic behavior in urban areas which
has not been considered in the random-based mobility models, and evaluated
performance of protocols and applications on MANETs through simulation using the mobility model. In order to confirm the importance of mobility consideration on designing applications and protocols in urban areas, we have compared
the performance of the routing protocol DSR with its modified version. In
the modified DSR, multi-hop routes are established using communication links
which are expected to be long-lived due to similarity of mobility directions of
nodes. Simulation results have shown that the modified DSR could improve
route stability by considering mobility patterns.
For more reliability of MANETs, we may use more information about context
and environment, and location information is the most important one among
them. To make use of location information more easily, we present a rangefree ad-hoc localization algorithm called UPL (Urban Pedestrians Localization),
for positioning mobile nodes in urban districts. The design principle of UPL
is two-fold. (1) We assume that location seeds are deployed sparsely due to
deployment-cost constraints. Thus most mobile nodes cannot expect to meet
these location seeds frequently. Therefore, each mobile node in UPL relies on
location information received from its neighboring mobile nodes in order to estimate its area of presence. The area of presence of each mobile node becomes
inexact as it moves, but it is helpful to reduce the areas of presence of the
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other mobile nodes. (2) To predict the areas of presence of mobile nodes accurately under mobility, we employ information about obstacles such as walls, and
present an algorithm to calculate the movable areas of mobile nodes considering
obstacles. This also helps to reduce each node’s area of presence. The experimental results have shown that UPL could achieve 8m of position errors in a real
region of Osaka downtown when the wireless communication range was 10m. In
addition, as an application example, we have applied UPL to the geographic
routing protocol GPSR which utilizes locally-constructed planar graphs based
on location information to choose the next hop. Simulation results have shown
that UPL could help GPSR to be GPS-free, without excessively sacrificing its
performance.

5
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Chapter 1

Introduction
With the advent of the Internet, communication networks are now a fundamental social infrastructure. Also, hand-held terminals and laptop computers
become widely used and they form mobile ad-hoc networks (MANETs) [1, 2],
which are expected to realize various applications and services in the future. The
future trends of mobile wireless ad-hoc networks are presented in [3, 4]. For example, if disasters disable cellular networks, ad-hoc networks will be composed
of cellular phones with wireless LAN devices and used to collect/distribute safety
information from people in the disaster area. Thus MANETs will be one of key
infrastructures to make our life safer and more affluent. Since many networked
applications and services require secure and stable communication, we need to
increase stability and reliability of those networks.
In wired networks, as the number of managed network segments increases,
workloads of network administrators become heavy because they must handle a
lot of management data obtained from those network segments. Moreover, we
face threats such as viruses and DoS/DDoS attacks [5, 6, 7]. In such a situation,
an efficient network monitoring technique is required to enhance reliability of
wired networks. Meanwhile, performance of applications/protocols on MANETs
varies from minute to minute due to the movement of nodes. For example,
node mobility brings dynamics of topology and density, which result in link
disconnection and/or packet collision. For this reason, it is significant to consider
mobility patterns of nodes and involved topology dynamics in order to increase
reliability of MANETs.
Considering the above facts, this thesis studies the following two research
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topics: (1) a network monitoring technique which reduces workloads of network
administrators and achieves high availability for the administrator to receive
the monitored information thoroughly and timely, and (2) ad-hoc topology formation which supports stable communication on MANETs.
The first method aims at reducing workloads of network administrators and
detecting damaged areas quickly and thoroughly when security problems such
as infections of viruses and DoS/DDoS attacks occur. In recent years, damage
caused by viruses and DDoS attacks has remarkably been increasing. To make
matters worse, there are concerns about DDoS attacks and a new type of spam
on voice networks exploiting bot nets [8], which are intelligent and difficult to
detect unlike conventional viruses. Bot nets are overlay networks composed of
networked computers where malicious softwares called bots are installed. The
owners of bot nets can send commands to the bots through IRC networks and
easily send spams, launch DDoS attacks and even update bots. In addition,
since bots consume little CPU power and network bandwidth, it is difficult to
detect. There may exist a lot of bots and most computer users do not notice
the facts. Thus potential threats of DDoS attacks may be growing.
This fact suggests the necessity of efficient network monitoring and management techniques which allow administrators to quickly notice failures or abnormal situations in managed networks. In wide area network monitoring, attacks,
intrusions or infections are likely to occur on multiple network segments at the
same time. So, it is desirable for the network monitoring system to have a certain
level of autonomy which allows intelligent monitoring without interactions with
the centralized administrator. Also, malicious attacks would often cause node
failures and network congestion. These situations prevent the administrator
from collecting management information and identifying the damaged area. So,
the information availability, which means timely and reliable delivery of monitored information to the administrator, is an important criterion to assess the
capability of the monitoring system. Moreover, as the damaged area becomes
large (i.e. the number of damaged segments increases), the total amount of the
monitored information will also become large. Therefore, the monitoring system
should be scalable in terms of the number of managed network segments. Here,
avoiding traffic convergence to the administrator node is considered important
for scalability.

14

For this purpose, we propose a framework for efficient and robust distributed
network monitoring and develop a middleware based on the proposed technique.
In our technique, multiple agents are installed on the corresponding managed
network segments. For the installed agents, we can specify a management scenario which describes the reactive behavior to the problems that are likely to
occur. Then, they execute the given management scenario. Based on the scenario, those agents gather information on their responsible segments, and when
they detect problems, (i) they autonomously form groups, (ii) they share the
information gathered by all agents in the group by exchanging the information
among them, and (iii) they autonomously solve the problems without interaction with the administrator node. The administrator node can also receive
information collected by those groups and give them additional instructions
based on the information and previous experiences. If the number of the group
members becomes large, the communication cost in the group becomes large
and the communication itself may be unreliable during congestion. In the proposed technique, for efficiency and robustness, the network segments detecting
the same problem form multiple groups with appropriately limited group size,
and a hierarchical structure among those groups is autonomously constructed.
In order to improve availability, the proposed API for group communication
provides information sharing among the group members. Also, in our management scenarios, any group member is allowed to send the shared information to
the administrator so as to guarantee the reliability of information delivery.
Additionally, in order for timely and guaranteed detection of problems, the
administrator can describe a management scenario so that group formation is
carried out among physically-separated network segments. In general network
monitoring, neighborhood relations among network segments are basically given
by physical link connection, and a hierarchical tree structure is constructed for
reporting the monitoring information from those network segments to the administrator node. However, the area damaged by brand-new viruses and DDoS
attacks is often spread over physically-separated network segments. For example, the same company’s servers located in different network segments may be
attacked simultaneously. In such a case, from the experiments of previous DDoS
attacks, the network administrators may be able to estimate critical network segments that should be monitored cooperatively. Therefore, grasping such logical
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relations between network segments and monitoring those segments in parallel
are very important to detect DDoS attacks timely and thoroughly. From experimental results, we show the effectiveness of logical neighborhood relations for
quick and accurate detection of problems occurring in multiple segments.
Next, the second method aims at realizing stable communication on MANETs
in urban areas, and proposes an ad-hoc topology formation technique considering movements of nodes. In urban areas, there exists several main flows of
pedestrians since most pedestrians walk along main streets such as pedestrianized zones and follow the shortest-paths between major spots. However, we
usually use simple mobility models such as the Random Way Point (RWP)
model [9] without any obstacles, for simulating MANET protocols. This is because such simple mobility models are commonly available in many simulators
and also they can be used to compare the performance of different systems and
protocols under the same mobility settings. Moreover, several variants of RWP
are proposed in Refs. [10, 11]. On the other hand, Ref. [12] presented the
impact of mobility to the performance of routing protocols on MANETs and
some others have also dealt with this topic [13, 14, 15]. The results presented in
those literatures encourage us to address the important fact that performance
of protocols expected in real environment cannot be measured through simulation with random-based mobility models such as Random Way Point. We have
learned a lot of similar insights from these literatures, however, these literatures
basically focus on specific protocols (mainly routing protocols) and thus do not
deal with new emerging applications for future ubiquitous society. In addition,
they do not provide methodologies to evaluate the performance of such services
in real environment. Thus, we have analyzed the effect of mobility patterns on
such new emerging applications on MANETs.
The analysis shows that communication links between neighbors are more
stable in the realistic model than a random-based model because the realistic
model captures the characteristics of pedestrians where many of them go into
the same direction along the streets and their relative speed is low in urban
areas. This fact implies the importance of mobility consideration on designing
applications and protocols in urban areas. To prove this, we have compared
the routing protocol DSR with its modified version so that multi-hop routes are
established on communication links which are expected to be long-lived due to
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similarity of mobility directions of nodes. Simulation results have shown that
the modified DSR can increase route stability by considering mobility patterns.
Thirdly, for more reliability of MANETs, we may use more information
about context and environment, and location information is the most important one among them. To make use of location information more easily, we
propose a range-free ad-hoc localization algorithm called UPL (Urban Pedestrians Localization), for positioning mobile nodes in urban districts. Location
information is significant for future ubiquitous systems that provide with people in cities highly-personalized and reliable services such as route navigation,
location-dependent advertisements and localized communication. For determining positions of devices, many localization algorithms have been presented so
far.
Usually, localization algorithms assume that some location seeds advertise
their accurate positions to nodes in their transmission ranges. Some of them assume a few number of seeds with longer transmission ranges (GPS falls into this
category) and some others assume a large number of seeds with short transmission ranges in order to cover the target fields by these seeds. However,
receiving signals from seeds over a distance requires clear lines of sights, which
are sometimes hard to obtain between buildings, in underground cities and so
on. Additionally, it is highly expensive to widely deploy a number of short-range
location seeds. Another alternative is to assume mobile seeds to enhance the
coverage of regions [16]. This works fine if these mobile seeds well cover the
target field. However, depending on the size of the target field and the speeds
and density of mobile seeds (especially, if we assume slow pedestrians in large
cities), it is also hard for ordinary (non-seed) nodes to find the mobile seeds.
Some techniques exploit indirect information from seeds. Techniques categorized into “collaborative multi-lateration” assume that position information
of seeds is delivered in a multi-hop way, and the distance to the seeds is approximated by additional information such as the number of hops on the wireless
ad-hoc networks [17, 18, 19, 20, 21]. The other techniques categorized into “iterative multi-lateration” use the estimated position of a node to estimate positions
of its neighbors iteratively [22, 23, 24]. However, these techniques may not work
well if the wireless ad-hoc networks are mobile and frequently partitioned, which
is true in urban cities. For example, pedestrians and vehicles in cities are not
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stationary, and they are not always connected due to obstacles such as buildings
and due to nonuniform deployment and density.
To overcome this problem, in this thesis, we present UPL designed for positioning mobile terminals in urban city areas. The key idea of UPL is following.
As discussed earlier, in urban cities we do not assume that mobile nodes hear
signals from location seeds frequently and also mobile nodes are fully-connected.
Thus each mobile node in UPL maintains its own area of presence, and updates
the area whenever it encounters other nodes and receives the information about
the areas of presence of those nodes. Localization is performed by intersecting
the two (or more) areas considering radio range. This “opportunistic” localization does not require well-connected ad-hoc networks. On the other hand,
due to movement of mobile nodes, the area of presence expands as time passes.
Let us consider an example in free space. At time T , we assume that a node’s
area of presence is represented as a circle of radius u centered at point c. If
the maximum speed of the node is V , then the area of presence of the node
at time T + 4T can be estimated as the circle of radius u + V · 4T centered
at c. This means that the area of presence expands quadratically with respect
to V at each time unit. However, actually in urban cities mobile nodes do not
move in free space but in space restricted by walls and streets. Considering
this fact, expanding the area of presence in such a way is overcautious. Thus
our algorithm fully utilizes obstacle information, and precisely determines the
movable areas of mobile nodes considering the obstacles. To do so, each node
only needs to know an obstacle map of its neighborhood. Unlike car navigation systems, we assume obstacle maps are simple and lightweight enough, and
thus easy to distribute. We later discuss how obstacle maps can be distributed
among mobile nodes.
To confirm the effectiveness of the algorithm, we have conducted realistic
simulations using our open source mobile network simulator MobiREAL [25, 26,
27]. From the experimental results, UPL could achieve smaller position errors
(8m in average) in a real region of Osaka downtown than two known localization
methods. In addition, as an application example, we have applied UPL to
the geographic routing protocol GPSR which utilizes locally-constructed planar
graphs based on location information to choose the next hop. Simulation results
have shown that UPL could help GPSR to be GPS-free, without excessively
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sacrificing its performance.
The rest of this thesis is organized as follows. The next chapter reviews the
related work. Chapter 3 details our cooperative network monitoring technique.
Chapter 4 analyzes the mobility effect on the performance of MANET applications. Chapter 5 describes UPL, a range-free ad-hoc localization algorithm for
positioning mobile nodes in urban districts. Finally, Chapter 6 summarizes this
thesis.
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Chapter 2

Related work
2.1

Network Monitoring Techniques

Several centralized monitoring tools have been proposed [28, 29]. In such techniques, management data from monitoring segments are concentrated to the
centralized administrator when monitoring large-scale networks. Ref. [30] proposes a hybrid technique with both the polling and reactive monitoring techniques. In this technique, monitoring information is sent to the administrator
node less frequently from monitoring segments if the monitored information
from those segments has not changed since the previous report was sent to the
administrator node. The main goal of those techniques is to collect monitoring
information periodically so that the administrator node can recognize the entire
traffic flow. On the other hand, the goal of our technique is early detection of
unusual situations caused by DDoS or some other attacks.
Ref. [31] proposes a technique to make the monitoring system scalable by
utilizing a hierarchical tree of nodes as the delivery paths for the gathered
information. This technique, however, would need some time to identify areas
with problems since the tree structure is static.
Distributed monitoring techniques using mobile agents have also been proposed [32, 33, 34, 35, 36]. These techniques let mobile agents travel around
multiple managed network segments to gather information. This approach can
significantly reduce the traffic around the administrator node by cooperative
information gathering among managed segments. However, it may take some
time for mobile agents to return to the administrator node, and sometimes they
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may not be able to return timely due to network congestion.
Several group-based monitoring techniques have also been proposed. The
three-tier architecture is adopted in HAMSA [37] where mid-term agents can
dynamically be assigned to improve availability of the monitoring system. However, the administrator node still needs analysis of the received information to
identify the area with problems. In general, the area where problems occur is
difficult to predict beforehand. To cope with the cases beyond expectations,
it is desirable to change members of each group flexibly to reduce communication overhead and to improve information availability. Although a dynamic
group management technique is proposed in HiFi [38], its group communication
is based on IP multicast and a reliable multicasting server is required. If the
size of a group becomes very large and communication links among its group
members are congested, some device is needed to realize reliable multicasting.
Additionally, several papers [39, 40, 41, 42] propose Intrusion Detection Systems (IDSs) which aim to detect viruses, malicious attacks and so on. Snort
[43] is one of the most famous IDS tool. By using IDSs, network administrators
can receive alert messages when specified cases (e.g. worm infection, port scan
and so on.) occur. Our technique can co-work with these IDSs.
DoS/DDoS detection is also very important for network security. Ref. [44]
proposes a simple and robust mechanism for detecting SYN flooding attacks. In
this approach, leaf routers are points for detecting SYN flooding attacks. Our
technique can be used to easily realize such a system in cooperation with IDSs.

2.2

Modeling of Node Mobility and Environment

In the stage of performance evaluation, we usually conduct computer simulation.
For such a purpose, several mobility models have been presented. The random
mobility model and Random Way Point (RWP) model [9] are most common
models. Especially, the RWP model is well used where each node sets a new
destination randomly after spending a pause time at the current destination.
It is more realistic than the random mobility model where each node continues
to randomly choose its new direction periodically. It is also simple to generate
(we just need to set minimum and maximum speeds and a maximum pause
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time) and useful to compare the performance of different protocols in the same
condition. The properties of the RWP model have been studied for several
years. For example, Ref. [10] presents a variant where nodes can change their
directions smoothly, keeping analytical properties. Ref. [11] presents “sound
mobility model” based on the RWP model, which is designed to keep the average
velocities of nodes to exclude harmful effects to simulation results. Refs. [45, 46]
provide analysis of the spatial node distribution in random-based models.
In addition to these analytical mobility models, realistic scenarios are also
important to deploy applications and services in real environment. For example,
if we know where the target service is used, we should create a set of scenarios
that well-reproduce and well-characterize the mobility of nodes in that place.
Ref. [47] introduces obstacles (i.e., buildings) in a given simulation field. Any
polygon can be placed in the space and a realistic pathway between any two
obstacles can automatically be generated using a Voronoi graph computation
algorithm. The research group also provides plug-ins for GloMoSim and ns-2
simulators for the utilization of the proposed mobility. Ref. [48] proposes a
macroscopic mobility model for wireless metropolitan area networks, where a
simulation space is divided into multiple zones with different attributes such
as workplace, commercial and recreation zones. Also, each mobile node has
an attribute of resident, worker, consumer or student. Ref. [49] presents the
WWP (Weighted Way Point) model. The WWP model defines a set of crowded
regions such as cafeterias and buildings at a university. Given a distribution of
pause times and transition probabilities of nodes for each pair of regions, it uses
a Markov model in order to model node mobility between these regions.
Using real traces of mobile users is also helpful to reproduce real mobility
[50, 51, 52, 53]. In the work of this category, user behavior patterns were
analyzed by collecting real traces of users. Ref. [53] has collected traces from
the wireless network at the ACM SIGCOMM2001 conference place, and given
several analytic results. Similarly, Ref. [52] has collected traces from wireless
network users in a metropolitan area wireless network. Also, Refs. [50, 51] give
trace results and analysis in a campus-wide wireless network. Those approaches
can simulate the detailed real world. The disadvantage of these approaches is
that they require a very large amount of information collection to produce a
mobility scenario.
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For evaluation of MANET applications in realistic environment, we use our
MobiREAL simulator. We can reproduce and model realistic environment by
MobiREAL since MobiREAL enables us to describe behavior of nodes in detail.
Overview of MobiREAL is described in Section 4.2.

2.3

Techniques for Stable Ad-hoc Communication

In order to achieve stable communication on MANETs, various techniques have
been proposed so far. Ref. [54] presents a multi-path routing protocol which
utilizes several paths between a source and its destination. For vehicular networks, GVGrid [55] tries to keep the initial forms of routes which are built using
digital maps and location information.
Some routing protocols for wireless networks also consider stability of communication links and/or multihop routes. Ref. [56] proposes a Mobility-centric
Data Dissemination algorithm intended for Vehicular networks (MDDV) which
uses digital maps and GPS information. Messages are geographically forwarded
along a predefined trajectory. MDDV determines more stable trajectories (i.e.,
multihop routes) by static information such as the number of lanes. In our
techniques, we assume pedestrian nodes, so neither digital maps nor GPS is
available. Several routing protocols that use the link metrics have been also
presented. ABR (Associativity-Based Routing) [57] and SSA (Signal Stability based Adaptive routing) [58] measure connectivity relationship and signal
strength respectively. PLBR (Preferred Link Based Routing) [59] can also exploit link metrics including stability. Different from the above two protocols,
PLBR adopts a neighbor selection technique in forwarding RREQ messages used
in DSR [60] where only preferred neighbors are allowed to forward messages in
order to avoid the broadcast storm. The collected values are used to determine
the best route.
Location information of nodes is also useful to improve reliability of MANETs
communication. Assuming that each node can obtain its position (e.g. through
GPS), many literatures have presented position-based routing methods (see
Refs. [61, 62, 63] for surveys).
Several researches have presented position-based unicast, multicast and any-
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cast routing protocols assuming that the location information of a specified destination node can be obtained by some location service. DREAM [64] proposes
an unicast protocol where an efficient update method of position information of
destination nodes using their distances and mobility rates is presented. GPSR
[65] also presents a unicast routing protocol but can detour obstacles by using
perimeter (or face) routing. The protocol in [66] uses a Voronoi diagram in
combination with the mobility prediction of the destination node to determine
neighboring nodes to which packets are forwarded. The protocol in [67] considers position-based multi-path routing for robustness, quality of service and
other reasons. The above protocols localize the decision procedures to decide
neighbors to which packets are forwarded in order to make them scale to the
growth of the number of mobile nodes. Meanwhile, for small group multicast on
MANET, DSM [68] gives an efficient and centralized technique for constructing
multicast trees assuming that each node knows the geographic locations of all
the other nodes.
Geocasting is also a form of position-based routing where destination nodes
are those in a specified region (i.e. a sender specifies a region as a destination). Ref. [69] presents Location Based Multicast (LBM), a geocast protocol
enhanced from Location Aided Routing (LAR) [70]. In LBM, each node forwards a message only to nodes within a certain area (the smallest rectangle
which contains both the sender and the destination region) called a forwarding
zone. The forwarding zone can be extended or shrunk by a parameter δ, depending on obstacles, mobile node density and so on. GeoGRID [71] partitions
a geographic space into squares (grids). In each grid, a node called a gateway is selected and is responsible for forwarding packets to neighboring grids.
There are two different types of message forwarding policies, flood-based and
ticket-based. The former one is similar with LBM, while the latter one can
control the number of messages by tickets, which are issued by a source and
mean the permission to send messages. OFSGP/OFMGP [72] also partitions a
geographic space into cells (hexagons). Direction-based depth-first search is performed to detour obstacles. Geomulticast [73] also presents a cell-based method
and adopts a distance-based greedy forwarding policy. GAMER [74] is a multipath routing based on MGRP [75]. This adopts a similar forwarding policy as
LBM but differs in maintaining and adapting the created mesh topology. From
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the viewpoint of forwarding policies, Refs. [64, 66, 67, 69, 71, 73, 74] adopt
greedy forwarding which may be a simpler form, while Refs. [65, 72, 76] adopt
a hybrid form of greedy forwarding and face routing (messages traverse along
obstacles [77]) which will achieve higher route discovery ratios under existence
of obstacles but usually require a larger number of messages.

2.4

Localization Techniques

Many efforts have been dedicated so far to investigate range-based positioning
techniques, which rely on range measurement techniques such as RSSI, AOA and
TOA. For example, Refs. [78, 79] investigate to improve the quality of RSSIbased measurement. Ref. [80] presents an implementation of AOA system on
IEEE802.11. Design and implementation of several location support systems
are presented such as RADAR [78], a cricket location-support system [81] that
supports indoor positioning, and its application to object tracking [82].
On the contrary, range-free techniques are cost effective alternatives, since
they require no additional infrastructure except location seeds and communication function between nodes. Thus it is well-fit for ad-hoc wireless networks.
Ref. [83] has presented the following categories of localization algorithms;
hyperbolic tri-lateration (positioning by distances from three landmarks), triangulation (if angles are obtained via Angle of Arrival (AOA)) and maximum
likelihood multi-lateration (taking the most likelihood region to estimate the
position). Multi-lateration is further classified into the following three simple categories, called atomic, collaborative and iterative multi-lateration. The
atomic multi-lateration uses more than two seeds to determine a position. In the
collaborative multi-lateration, nodes exchange landmark information cooperatively to be used for estimation. The iterative multi-lateration uses estimated
positions as new reference points and estimates the other positions iteratively.
Since our proposed UPL exploits range-free multi-lateration, we survey the related multi-lateration techniques.
First, as the atomic multi-lateration techniques, Centroid [84] assumes seeds
with long transmission radius or a large number of seeds so as to cover the target
fields. Each node estimates its position by calculating centroid of all the seeds it
hears. APIT [85] uses a set of triangles formed by seeds which have long transmission radius, and determines the location by checking that a node is inside or
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outside of each triangle. MCL [16] takes a different approach where each node
updates the set of its likelihood points whenever it hears a signal from a seed.
Secondly, as the cooperative multi-lateration techniques, APS (Ad-hoc Positioning System) [17, 18] approximates the distance from an indirect seed by several
ways, by estimation of hop distance or the number of hops. Ref. [19] presents
a similar hop-based approach. Amorphous [20] is also a range-free localization
that utilizes hop counts from seeds as well, where each node estimates its coordinates by finding coordinates that minimize the total squared error between
the calculated and estimated distances. Self-configurable positioning [21] takes
a similar approach where a distance is approximated via hop-based analysis,
but then landmarks exchange the information to determine their coordinates
followed by local coordination determination performed by each node. Ref. [86]
presents MDS-MAP, which uses shortest path information between nodes to
estimate the distance, and uses “multidimensional scaling” to determine the
positions. Ref. [87] presents a method to map “proximity” information (such
as hop count information) between nodes into geographic distance considering
the characteristics of anisotropic networks. Most recently, Ref. [88] presents
an algorithm for sensor positioning in concave areas. Finally, as the iterative
multi-lateration, recursive position estimation in Ref. [22] presents a fundamental technique for iterative multi-lateration. Ref. [23] presents a theoretical limit
of connectivity-based multi-hop positioning and provides an algorithm that outperforms hop-based algorithms. Ref. [24] presents a range-free algorithm called
Sextant, which uses connectivity information. It represents a region of presence
by Bezier curves to pursue the accuracy and constrain the region by interactive
multi-lateration.
These methods will work fine in stationary networks, but we think that we
may need a new design for positioning mobile nodes in urban districts. Most
existing proposals rely on static ad-hoc networks because their target applications are mainly positioning of wireless sensor nodes. Different from these
approaches, each node in UPL relies on indirect seed information, in particular, it relies on opportunistic encounter with the other mobile nodes. Since we
encounter many people in cities and since hand-held devices including smart
phones are now being equipped with personal area communication devices, this
is a reasonable solution. Each node uses the area of presence of another node
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with which it encounters, considering the movement of the node during the
elapsed time since the last time when the area of presence was updated. Additionally, we use obstacle information to consider the movement of those nodes.
We present an algorithm to compute the movement in a simple way such that
it can be implemented in small devices.
Considering the above discussion, our contribution is that we present a new
concept of localization which well fits positioning mobile nodes in urban districts,
and propose an efficient localization algorithm which is simple enough. As
far as we know, this is the only approach which deals with range-free ad-hoc
localization in urban districts.
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Chapter 3

Cooperative Network
Monitoring using
Autonomous Group
Formation
3.1

Introduction

In this chapter, we propose a framework for efficient and robust distributed
network monitoring and develop a middleware based on the proposed technique.
We have designed and implemented the middleware consisting of several
APIs which facilitate easy description of monitoring scenarios. Through experiments using ns-2, we show that the proposed technique achieves the quick
detection of problematic areas with reasonably small control traffic as well as
it achieves higher availability than the existing static tree based monitoring
techniques.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.2 presents the
framework of the proposed technique and Section 3.3 describes its implementation. Section 3.4 shows experiment results through ns-2 simulation. Finally,
this chapter is concluded in Section 3.5.
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3.2
3.2.1

Framework
Outline

In our technique, we use two types of agents: sensor agents and manager
agents. Sensor agents are installed on the corresponding managed network segments and they monitor traffic, specific packets, or failures of network devices
on their responsible network segments depending on the specified monitoring
items. Hereafter, we call the information which each sensor agent has collected
during certain time period, as the management data. On each segment,
management data is gathered with SNMP, tcpdump, IDS such as Snort and
so on. The amount of traffic with specific destination/source IP addresses or
TCP/UDP ports can also be measured. Each sensor agent holds the addresses
of its neighbor agents that can be placed on any segments1 . When each sensor agent detects a problem, it tries to form a group with its neighbor agents
which have detected the same problem. The group can autonomously expand
until reaching the specified size. The agents which formed a group can exchange the information gathered on their segments and generate a digest (e.g.,
statistics) by summarizing the exchanged information. According to the shared
information, they can autonomously narrow the monitoring items to identify
the cause of the problem, and solve the problem, for example, by configuring
packet filtering on network devices. The detailed behavior of sensor agents such
as monitoring items and conditions to form groups with other agents is specified
in a management scenario. Hereafter, we call sensor agents simply as agents.
The manager agent is executed on the administrator node and it distributes
the management scenario to sensor agents, displays gathered information in
real time to the administrator and so on. Also the administrator can change
monitoring items or group formation conditions in the management scenario,
and distribute the new scenario to specific sensor agents directly through the
management agents.

3.2.2

Neighborhood Relations

Like the existing static tree based network monitoring, basically neighbor segments are defined based on physical neighborhood relations among network seg1 The neighbor segments mean both physical and logical neighborhood relations. For details, see Section 3.2.2
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Figure 3.1: Physical/logical neighborhood relations.

ments. However, recently separate network segments are often attacked at the
same time. Therefore, it is important to hold neighborhood relations among
physically separate network segments. Here, such neighborhood relations are
called logical neighborhood relations. In our technique, both the manager agents
and sensor agents can specify the following logical neighborhood relations (see
Fig.3.1).
• between an intermediate node in the static tree and its ancestor node : It
is useful to inform information about a descendant’s network segment to
its ancestor node quickly when the descendant segment is attacked.
• among network segments of the head office of a company and its branch :
If a company has several branches and their network segments are spread
in physically separate network segments, multiple servers in the company
may be attacked in parallel. This logical neighborhood relation is useful
for detecting such attacks.
• among previously attacked network segments : In general, the security level
of previously attacked network segments may not be so high. It is important to observe previously attacked network segments simultaneously in
order to detect network attacks quickly.
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Figure 3.2: Formation of a hierarchical structure.

• between network segments with large amount of traffic flow : In MAN,
some links between physically separate network segments may have large
amount of traffic flow. Such links should be observed carefully in order
for keeping stable traffic flow.
• among network segments connecting to multiple providers/carriers : A
network segment may be attacked through several providers/carriers’ links
if it has multiple connected links.
The most of the above logical neighborhood relations are defined in advance.
However, in some cases, the manager agents and/or sensor agents may want to
specify the logical neighborhood relations dynamically when they are monitoring. In our technique, we have prepared a command for adding/deleting logical
neighborhood relations dynamically.

3.2.3

Middleware for Describing Management Scenario

To describe management scenario easily, we provide several APIs for forming
groups and group communication in our method. The syntax and semantics of
the APIs are listed in Table 3.1.
formGroup(channel, cond, maxsize) is the API to form a group among
agents. formGroup does not block the behavior of the agent that calls it, that
is, the procedure of group formation is executed in background of the foreground
behavior specified after this API in the scenario. The group formation procedure
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Table 3.1: Provided APIs.
API
formGroup(channel,
maxsize)

cond,

setCommand(channel,
command, cond)

disconnect(G, S)
inf o = getGrpInfo(channel)

sendInfo(channel, summary)

getInfo(channel)
numberOf(cond)

Descriptions
Requesting group formation with neighbor agents which satisfy condition cond.
When the group is formed, a channel
specified as channel is shared among
group members. Multiple channels can
be specified like ”g, h”. This API returns the number of member agents in
the group.
Distributing a command specified by
command for a monitoring item specified as cond to all members of the group
via channel channel. used to change the
monitoring items or conditions of packet
filtering.
Member agents specified in set S leave
from the group G.
Obtaining the current management
data from all member agents in the
group via channel channel. A list of
management data, inf o is returned.
Sending information summary via
channel channel to one of group members. It is used to send the information
to the manager agent or to the upper
level group.
Receiving information via channel
channel. It is used with sendInfo.
Obtaining the number of agents in the
group which satisfy condition cond.
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finishes when the agent forms a group or joins an existing group. The return
value of formGroup is the number of agents in the group. When this API is
executed first time, the value will be 1. Second or later time execution of this
API returns the number of agents in the group to which the agent currently
belongs. At the time, if the group formation procedure has already completed,
a new group formation procedure is activated. formGroup is executed with
condition cond, when an agent detects a problem identified by cond. If some of
neighbor agents have executed formGroup with the same condition, a group is
formed between those two agents. In a group, a channel specified by channel is
shared among member agents. Member agents use the channel to exchange
information. If formGroup is called without specifying a channel, a new
channel will be created. Also multiple channels can be specified as a channel
like ”g, h”. Each agent can execute formGroup repeatedly to accommodate
other neighbor agents or other groups including neighbor agents. Consequently,
the group can cover the area with the same problem. The number of agents in
one group can be limited by the parameter maxsize. The agents periodically
exchange the member information and they will not accommodate new agents
or groups if the number of members exceeds the limit. If we need to make
groups including more than maxsize agents, the hierarchical connection among
groups can be constructed. To make a hierarchical connection, formGroup is
called with another channel. For example, assume that there are three groups
G1 , G2 and G3 where the total number of agents exceeds maxsize and the
channels shared in those groups are g1 , g2 and g3 , respectively, as shown in Fig.
3.2. If these groups execute formGroup by specifying channel h and the same
condition cond, a new group H consisting of these groups are constructed. This
hierarchy is useful to reduce control traffic for group communication in large
groups.
In the parameter cond of the APIs formGroup, numberOf and setCommand, we can use primitives listed in Table 3.2. For example, conditions such as warning.snort == MS BLASTER (Snort detects MS Blaster)
or icmp.traf f ic > 3000000 (icmp traffic exceeds 3M bps) can be specified.
Other primitives not listed in Table 3.2 may be added by implementing them.
Each primitive will return the value of specific data gathered from the segment
watched by the agent. The condition cond can include any information that can
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Table 3.2: Primitives used in conditions of APIs.
Primitives
tcp.traffic(pn,src,dst)

udp.traffic(pn,src,dst)

icmp.traffic(src, dst)

ip.traffic(src,dst)

throughput.traffic(pn, src, dst)
anomaly.traffic

warning.snort

id

Description
Current traffic (in bps) of TCP flows.
Information on traffic with specific port
number, source IP address, and/or destination IP address can be obtained by
specifying pn, src and dst, respectively.
These parameters can be omitted.
Current traffic (in bps) of UDP flows.
The parameters are the same as
tcp.traf f ic.
Current traffic (in bps) of ICMP
flows. The parameters are the same as
tcp.traf f ic except that pn cannot be
specified.
Current traffic (in bps) of IP flows.
The parameters are the same as
icmp.traf f ic.
Current throughput (in bps). The parameters are the same as tcp.traf f ic.
Anomaly detected in traffic. The return
value is the type of anomaly. If the return value is 0, there is no anomaly.
Warning by Snort. The return value is
the type of warning. If the return value
is 0, there is no warnings.
The return value is the identifier of the
agent.

be gathered from the segment by using SNMP or IDS.
setCommand(channel, command, cond) is the API to execute commands synchronously among all agents in the group. For the parameter command,
one of the commands like W atch for watching the traffic or F ilter for filtering
specific packets can be specified. For example, when W atch and throughput.traf f ic
(traffic in the segment) are specified as parameters command and cond, respectively, the monitoring item is changed to throughput.traf f ic, and after that all
agents will collect information on this monitoring item.
inf o = getGrpInfo(channel) is the API to collect the current management
data from all agents in the group. The collected information is returned and
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stored in an array inf o.
sendInfo and getInfo are the APIs to exchange information by 1 to 1 communication through channel between one of sensor agents in the group and
the manager agent (or one of agents in another lower layer subgroup through
hierarchy in Fig. 3.2). For example, assume that an agent executes inf o = getGrpInfo(channel) to collect the management data from all the group members
and then executes sendInfo(h, inf o). In this case, if the manager agent executes getInfo(h, inf o) the information included in inf o (the collection of the
management data from all the group members) will be sent to the manager.
Instead of sending the whole information, the summarized information can be
sent by using function summary to reduce the communication overhead. For
example, we can easily implement function summary(inf o) so that it composes
a digest information such as the average, minimum, or maximum value for the
current traffic. We have defined the semantics of sendInfo so that it finishes
without sending information when the corresponding getInfo is not executed.
So, by letting several group members execute sendInfo, they will try to send
the information to the manager agent, and only one agent will succeed in sending, and the other agents will skip data transmission. This mechanism increases
the system availability under network congestion and reduces control traffic to
the manager agent.
disconnect(G, S) is the API which makes a subset S of member agents
leave the group G. This API may be used after the problem solved.

3.2.4

Example of Management Scenario

With APIs and primitives in Table 3.1 and Table 3.2, we can easily describe
scenarios for autonomous network monitoring. The management scenarios are
written as script programs. We show an example scenario for sensor agents in
Fig. 3.3. The behavior of this scenario is as follows.
1. Each agent which received MS Blaster warning from its local Snort tries
to form a group with neighbor agents. If there are some agents which
received the same warnings, a group is formed. Here, the maximum group
member size is limited to 10.
2. If the number of members exceeds 4, the manager agent is joined to the
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group, then each group member collects current traffic of each segment,
summarizes it and sends to the manager agent. They execute a command
by setCommand synchronously with other member agents and call getGrpInfo in order to collect the management data.
3. When member agents (i.e., the agents sharing channel g) which have observed traffic over 5 Mbps become the majority in the group, each member
agent executes a command synchronously with other agents to change the
current monitoring item to TCP packets with port number 135 (i.e., the
port MS Blaster uses). The agent also executes a command to filter out
the packets with port 135 when the proportion of those packets is more
than 50% of the whole traffic. Then the agent calculates the proportion
of these packets, summarizes the information and sends it to the manager
agent.

3.3
3.3.1

Implementation of Middleware
Implementation of Autonomous Group Formation
Function

We have implemented APIs in Table 3.1 based on our group communication
middleware proposed in Refs. [89, 90].
When an agent A executes formGroup in its scenario, it sends message
GROU P including group formation condition and channel name(s) to all of
neighbor agents which do not belong to the same group as A (see Fig. 3.4(a)).
When neighbor agent B receives message GROU P from A, it evaluates the
group formation condition in the message. If the condition holds, B sends message ACK back to A. Otherwise, it does message N ACK (see Fig. 3.4(b)). A
list of member IDs (denoted by M embers(B)) of the group to which B belongs
is attached to ACK. If A receives ACK, it composes message CON F with
member IDs (denoted by M embers(A)) of the group to which A belongs, and
sends the message back to B (see Fig. 3.4(c)). It also unifies M embers(A) and
M embers(B), and keeps the unified member IDs as new M embers(A). When
B receives message CON F from A, it unifies two member lists and keeps the
unified IDs as new M embers(B), as well. TCP is used for message exchanges
between agents. By the above procedure, two groups (or agents) are combined
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while(TRUE){
warning_type = warning.snort;
switch (warning_type){
case MS_BLASTER:
while(TRUE){
num_of_members = formGroup("g,h",
"warning.snort == MS_BLASTER", 10);
if (num_of_members >= 5){
setCommand("g", Watch,
"throughput.traffic");
info = getGrpInfo("g");
formGroup("h", "id == Manager", 2);
sendInfo("h", summary(info));
if(numberOf("info >= 5Mbps")
>= num_of_members/2){
setCommand("g", Watch,
"throughput.traffic(135)");
setCommand("g", Filter,
"throughput.traffic(135)
>= 50%");
info = getGrpInfo("g");
sendInfo("h", summary(info));
}
}
}
break;
case BAGLE:
...
case MYDOOM:
...
}
}
Figure 3.3: Example scenario for sensor agents.
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Figure 3.4: Formation of a group with our middleware.

into one bigger group (see Fig. 3.4(d)). Also, repeating the procedure several
times, the size of a group is increased. We let each member of the group to
keep the member IDs. When two groups are unified to one group, the member
IDs are also unified if those two groups execute formGroup with the same
channel name(s). The unified member IDs are shared among all members of the
new group by multicasting the information with the technique used in implementation of getGrpInfo. At the same time, one master node is selected (e.g.,
based on minimum ID) among all members in the group. If the channel name(s)
are different in two formGroups which have been executed by two agents in
two separate groups, these agents are selected as master nodes of those groups,
and a member list consisting of these two master nodes is created and shared
between them. Consequently, as shown in Fig. 3.5, the hierarchical structure
called the synchronization tree is constructed among all members of a group.
In the figure, circled nodes such as S11 represent the master nodes.
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Figure 3.5: Synchronization tree.

3.3.2

Implementation of Group Communication Functions

As explained in Section 3.2, setCommand on channel g must be executed
synchronously among all agents who share the channel g in the group. We
implement this mechanism using the master node. When an agent A executes
setCommand, it sends message READY to the master node (denoted by M )
to notify that A is ready to execute this API. The parameter values specified
in setCommand are hashed into one value and this value is attached to the
message so that only setCommands with the same parameter values are executed synchronously among agents. When M receives READY with the same
hash value from all members in the group, it sends message P ERM ISSION
back to them. When each member agent receives this message, it executes the
actual operation specified in setCommand. While network congestion occurs,
READY messages sent from some members may not reach M . In that case,
M just ignores those members after certain time passed. If the master node
M suffers from network congestion, we let neighbor node N to detect such a
situation and to broadcast a message REP LACE for notifying that N will be
the new master node. When N receives ACK from all members, it serves as
the new master node. If there are multiple neighbor nodes, we use the Bully
algorithm [91] to decide the master node.
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Figure 3.6: Flooding in a group.

getGrpInfo is implemented as follows. Each agent collects the monitoring
information in its responsible network segment on the item specified by setCommand. When an agent A executes this API, it sends message IN F O
with its management data to all of its neighbor agents in the group to which
A belongs(see Fig. 3.6(a)). When another agent B receives IN F O from A,
it forwards the message to all of its neighbor agents (except for A) within the
group, as well. IN F O includes the ID of its owner agent and the sequence
number used in the agent. Each agent which received IN F O checks the ID and
the sequence number in the message to avoid forwarding the message more than
once (see Fig. 3.6 (c)). Each agent which executed getGrpInfo is blocked until
it receives IN F O from all members in the group or timeout occurs.
As we explained in Section 3.2, each pair of sendInfo and getInfo must be
executed synchronously. We implement this synchronization mechanism with
the master node as follows. First, when an agent A executes getInfo, it sends
message READY IN F O to the master node M . We let M to have a FIFO
queue called demand queue in it. When M receives READY IN F O, it adds
this message to the demand queue. After that, when another agent B executes
sendInfo, it sends message W RIT E IN F O with parameter values specified in
this API to M . When M receives this message, it picks up the READY IN F O
stored in the demand queue and forwards the W RIT E IN F O to the sender of
the READY IN F O as well as sends ACK to B. If there is no READY IN F O
in the demand queue, M waits for a new message for a while and sends message
SKIP P ED back to B if it receives no messages. The above mechanism achieves
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both high system availability during network congestion and small control traffic
around the administrator node, since multiple member agents (executing sendInfo) can try to send the same information to the administrator node, and only
one W RIT E IN F O message is sent to the administrator node.

3.4

Performance Evaluation

We have implemented APIs of the proposed middleware on the network simulator, ns-2, and evaluated the costs required for group formation and group
communication such as the time used for group formation, total amount of control traffic, traffic used for group communication and so on. In order to show
efficiency of the proposed technique, we have compared our middleware-based
technique with the fixed hierarchical tree based technique such as Ref. [31].
The hierarchical tree based technique divides the target network into multiple
segments, and places them along with a pre-defined hierarchical tree structure.
The monitoring information is sent along with this tree. On the other hand, our
technique autonomously forms a group with the same problem, and the monitoring information is transmitted by group communication among its group
members.

3.4.1

Group Formation and Communication Costs

Configuration for Evaluating Group Formation and Communication
Costs
In order to evaluate the basic performance, we have generated a hierarchical
network topology using the topology generator tiers [92]. Table 3.3 shows the
values of parameters. The delay time of each link was given at random from
1 msec to 20 msec, and the available bandwidth of each link was set to 100
Mbps. The transmission interval of GROU P messages was changed among 0.1,
1.0 and 10.0 sec. The size of each control packet is 1,024 bytes if it does not
have any member list. We used 1,024 bytes to represent a node in a member
list with some information. For example, the size of the member list is 1,024×5
bytes when the number of members is 5. We set true for the parameter cond of
formGroup, and activated agents to form groups at the same time. We varied
the maximum size of members of a group from 1 to 50, and measured the time
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Table 3.3: Simulation parameters.
CASE I : Basic Performance Evaluation
# of nodes
50
Control packet size
1,024 (bytes)
Shared information size
1,024 (bytes/node)
Link delay
1.0–10.0 (ms)
Link bandwidth
100 (M bps)
GROUP message interval
0.1, 1.0, 10.0 (s)
CASE II : Detection Performance Evaluation
# of nodes
2,791
Control packet size
1,024 (bytes)
Shared information size
1,024 (bytes/node)
Link delay
10.0–20.0 (ms)
Link bandwidth
0.1–10.0 (Gbps)
GROUP message interval
0.1 (s)
Maximum size of group
10
Alert size of group
5
Attack traffic
1.6 (M bps) (from one attacker node)
Threshold for group formation 5.0 (M bps)

used for group formation, total amount of control traffic, traffic used for group
communication and so on.
Costs for Group Formation and Group Communication
Fig. 3.7 shows the relation of the number of group members and the time
necessary for group formation. From the figure, we see that the longer the
interval of GROU P messages, the time required for group formation becomes
larger. However, the time necessary for group formation is proportional to log N
where N is the group size. As shown in the figure, the time necessary for group
formation does not increase greatly as the number of group members increases if
the transmission interval of GROUP messages is the same. On the other hand,
it strongly depends on the transmission interval of GROU P messages. For quick
detection of problematic areas, the interval of GROU P messages should be set
between 0.1 and 1.0 sec.
Fig. 3.8 shows the relation between the maximum control traffic per link
and the number of group members. From the figure, we see that the shorter the
interval of sending GROU P messages, the larger control traffic is generated for
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Figure 3.7: Time for group formation vs. number of group members (avg. of
20 simulations).

group formation. However, the traffic increases proportionally to the number of
members, and is reasonably small (i.e., less than 100 kbps when the group size
is limited to 10 members) even if we use a very short interval such as 0.1 sec.
Fig. 3.9 shows the traffic per link used for group communication where multicast data is transmitted from a node in the group. From this figure, we can
see that the traffic per link is almost the same independently of the number of
group members. Basically, the multicast data (e.g., INFO messages) is transmitted on each link at most twice. So, it does not depends on the number of
group members.
From the above three figures, if the interval of sending GROU P messages is
set to less than a few seconds, the time necessary for group formation is small
enough for detecting DDoS attacks. Also, we can see that if the maximum
number of members of a group is limited to 20 or 30, we can keep the control
traffic enough small.
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Figure 3.8: Number of members and control traffic (avg. of 20 simulations).

3.4.2

Detection Performance

Configuration for Evaluating Detection Performance
In order to evaluate the detection performance, we have used the topology of
an academic network in Japan called the Science Information Network (SINET
[93]) where there are 71 nodes and we have assumed that there are about 40
nodes in each site. That is, the number of all nodes is about 2,800. The values
of parameters used for this simulation are also shown in Table 3.3. In this
configuration, we have reproduced the situation that network congestion often
occurs by a DDoS attack where about 500 nodes send UDP packets to a number
of victim nodes (selected at random). Note that the number of the victim node
was set to 1 in problem detection performance evaluation, and that it was set
to 4 in DDoS detection performance evaluation. Attacker nodes were selected
from leaf nodes at random and each attacker node generated 1.6 Mbps of traffic
to the victim node. The time when each attacker node starts to attack was
decided at random within 1.0–30.0 sec. To detect this DDoS problem, we have
distributed sensor agents to all sites (71 sites) on SINET. The neighbor agents
of each agent were specified as physically neighbor agents that can be reached
by one hop on the experimental topology. In SINET, some sites have large
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Figure 3.9: Traffic for group communication vs. number of group members (avg.
of 20 simulations).

databases such as medical database, bio-informatic database, science database,
engineering database and so on. Therefore, in our simulation, we have also given
logical neighborhood relations among those sites.
We gave these sensor agents a management scenario. This scenario describes
that each agent should form a group with neighbor agents when traffic to a
certain destination exceeds the specified threshold (5.0 Mbps). Among the group
members, the address list is exchanged. And they send the address list to the
administrator node when the number of group members exceeds the alert size
(5 was used). The interval for transmitting GROU P messages was set to 0.1
sec. The maximum size of members of a group was set to 10. These values were
decided based on the result of our preliminary experiments. With this scenario,
we have reproduced the occurrence of problems caused by a DDoS attack, and
measured the detection performance.
We have compared the result with the hierarchical tree based technique. In
the hierarchical tree based technique, a static tree was decided based on the
physical neighborhood relations among nodes, and the information of problematic areas is immediately sent toward the administrator node along the tree if
each intermediate node of the tree has received the information from its child
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Figure 3.10: Time used for detecting problematic areas (without node failures).

nodes (i.e., sensor nodes) and the number of problematic nodes reported by
those nodes exceeds the alert size (5 was used similarly to the case with our
technique). Here, we let each intermediate node check every 0.1 sec whether
it is attacked or not. When DDoS attacks occur, node failure may also occur.
Therefore, in our simulation, we have reproduced the situations that some nodes
failed and could not respond to any messages.
Problem Detection Performance
Fig. 3.10 shows the time used for the administrator node to detect problematic
areas using the information from sensor nodes. Also, Fig. 3.11 shows the time
used for the administrator node to detect problematic areas where we assumed
that four node failures occurred. The four failure nodes were selected at random.
In the case without node failures, both our technique and the hierarchical
tree based technique could detect the problematic areas. However, the detection
time of our technique was smaller than the hierarchical tree based technique.
As shown in the figure, the hierarchical tree based technique needs much more
time than the proposed technique. For example, at time 5 sec, the problem
is occurring at 10 nodes. Our proposed technique could detect all of these
problematic nodes almost in real-time. On the other hand, the hierarchical
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Figure 3.11: Time used for detecting problematic areas (with node failures).

technique detected them at time around 7.5 sec. This is because the hierarchical
tree based technique uses only part of physical neighborhood relations among
nodes as a tree, but our technique makes nodes to flexibly form a group by using
all of neighborhood relations among them.
In the case with node failures, the hierarchical tree based technique could not
detect all of the problematic nodes since some of intermediate nodes failed and
they could not send the information to the administrator node. On the other
hand, our technique could detect all the problematic nodes since all members
of the group share the same information and any member can be the master
node to send the information to the administrator node. Also, in our technique,
the detection time was as fast as the case without node failures. Of course, if
we use some backup nodes in the hierarchical tree based technique, and/or if
we use multiple hierarchical trees for information delivery to the administrator
node, the hierarchical tree based technique would be able to detect all of the
problematic nodes. However, we believe that our technique is more useful in
the sense that it does not need such an extra mechanism to detect problematic
nodes efficiently.
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Figure 3.12: Detection of UDP flooding.

DDoS Detection Performance
Fig. 3.12 shows the time used for detecting UDP Flooding. In SINET, some
sites have large databases, and we have given logical neighborhood relations
among those sites. Here, we assumed that some of those physically separate
network segments were attacked simultaneously.
In our technique, the administrator node could detect almost 100% of problematic areas immediately. This immediate detection was possible even for the
early stage of attacks. On the other hand, the hierarchical tree based technique
took a few seconds more time for detecting problematic areas than our technique. Especially, at the early stage of attacks, it is difficult for the hierarchical
tree based technique to detect problematic areas precisely. In the hierarchical
tree based technique, if physically separate network segments are attacked in
parallel, and if the number of attacked network segments in physically neighborhood network segments is not so many, each intermediate node of the tree
may not inform the problem to the administrator node so quickly. It may be
only reported at the time when regular polling messages are sent. Our technique autonomously forms a group with the same problem using both physical
and logical neighborhood relations. This reduces the time to detect problematic
areas and makes quick reactive actions possible.
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3.5

Conclusion

In this chapter, we proposed a technique for implementing distributed network
monitoring systems based on autonomous group formation. In our technique,
sensor agents are located over multiple network segments and they monitor
and/or manage their responsible segments autonomously according to given
management scenarios.
Through experiments, we showed that network monitoring based on our
technique can detect the area where a problem is occurring in a few seconds
with reasonable amount of control traffic and that our technique achieves higher
availability of the management data for the administrator than the network
management technique based on a fixed hierarchy model.
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Chapter 4

Analysis of Mobility Effect
on the Performance of
MANET Applications
4.1

Introduction

In this chapter, we analyze the effect of mobility patterns on MANET applications and show a case study where link duration between neighbors are considered in DSR for stable ad-hoc communication. For the first issue, we think that
the following services are examples of such new emerging applications, and they
are affected by mobility.
• Communication services. Nowadays, wireless LAN devices are getting
cheaper and smaller so that they can be embedded into cellular phones.
A plausible story is that communication between two end nodes in the
same local region is performed through mobile ad-hoc networks composed
of the cellular phones equipped with wireless LAN devices and some fixed
short range wireless stations. This will be effective to avoid waste of
wide area network resources. Thus affect of mobility to the performance
of mobile ad-hoc routing protocols directly influences the quality of the
communication. In addition, several routing protocols based on mobility
prediction have been proposed [94, 95]. The effects of mobility models,
especially to such routing protocols, are not negligible.
• Information delivery services. Mobile ad-hoc networks may be used to
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gather/distribute information such as advertisements in city sections, safety
information for disaster relief and traffic congestion information advertisement to vehicles. In these services, in order to save the number of
dissemination messages, position-based information dissemination may be
used to deliver messages. In position-based information dissemination,
each mobile node decides when it distributes the received message to the
neighbors, depending on the (history of) positions of the node like geocasting [62, 63]. In this case, the node mobility may affect the message
delivery ratio and the number of dissemination messages. For example,
if we adopt a policy where only the nodes going to a shop distribute the
advertisement of the shop, the people nearby the shop will receive the
advertisement in a high probability, with the smaller number of messages
than a simple dissemination where all the nodes distribute the advertisement to the neighbors.
• Mobile server services. Let us imagine mobile nodes have enough processing power and storage space to run server and database programs directly
on the nodes. Then they may want to be servers (mobile servers) that
provide the information stored on the nodes to the neighbors through adhoc networks. We call it mobile server service. A plausible situation is
that a mobile node runs a weblog server program on the node, and the
other nodes nearby the server node will access to the weblog through the
mobile ad-hoc network. To realize this kind of services on mobile ad-hoc
networks, content caching is a very important technology that allows the
frequently accessed contents on a mobile server to be cached on the other
mobile servers. This is effective to avoid traffic concentration and to improve content discovery ratio, because the mobile servers do not stay at
the same positions. If contents of a mobile server are accessed frequently,
but if the mobile server is going away from the current mobile ad-hoc
network, the contents should be cached on other servers in neighboring
locations.
To these services and applications, which are expected to be in widespread
use, an evaluation technique with real environment should be provided. For this
purpose, we have developed a wireless network simulator MobiREAL, which assists developers to model and reproduce the realistic deployment and movement
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Figure 4.1: Architecture of MobiREAL simulator.

of network nodes.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.2 introduces the MobiREAL simulator. Section 4.3 presents quantitative analysis of
random-based and realistic mobility models. Section 4.4 describes performance
evaluation of several services/applications with modeling of real environment.
Section 4.5 shows a case study in which link duration between neighbors are considered in DSR for stable ad-hoc communication. Finally, Section 4.6 concludes
this chapter.

4.2

MobiREAL Simulator

MobiREAL has been developed in order to model realistic environment and
to evaluate the performance of service and protocols in the environment. Fig.
4.1 shows the architecture of MobiREAL simulator. MobiREAL simulator is
composed of two parts called MobiREAL behavior simulator and MobiREAL
network simulator. We have extended the network simulator GTNetS [96] developed in Georgia Institute of Technology where dynamic node generation and
deletion are newly supported and node positions, speeds and directions can
be updated from the behavior simulator. For simulation of network and MAC
layer protocols, our MobiREAL network simulator relies on GTNetS where DSR,
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AODV and NVR (wireless form of Nix-Vector routing) are supported in the network layer and the standard IEEE802.11 DCF (CSMA/CA) with RTS/CTS is
supported in the MAC layer. We have enhanced the signal propagation model
of the original GTNetS so that obstacles are taken into account. It has a similar propagation model to the study of Ref. [47] where ground reflection is
considered as zero propagation and line-of-sight is considered.
For our MobiREAL behavior simulator, a simulator user gives (i) a simulation field model, (ii) a set of behavior models of mobile nodes and (iii) a
simulation scenario for generating mobile node objects. These are translated
into the corresponding C++ classes using pre-defined library functions. For
MobiREAL network simulator, the simulator user also gives C++ codes of network applications and user-specific protocols used in the simulation.
As (ii), users can specify the behavior of nodes which are dynamically
changed according to the surroundings and the output from the applications.
CPE model [26] is introduced for this purpose, and it can deal with interactive
behavior with the network applications. In this model, nodes can change their
paths and speeds dynamically according to the output from a network application, and the surroundings and status of the nodes. CPE model can simulate
the interactive behavior with MANET applications, so we can reproduce various
situations more realistically.
As (iii), users can use Urban Pedestrian Flows (UPF) mobility model [25].
CPE model describes the behavior of each mobile node, and this UPF model
describes the behavior of pedestrians walking along streets. In Urban Pedestrian
Flows, users specify the structure of the roads in a simulation field as a graph
and the behavior pattern of pedestrians as a path on the graph. Also we assume
that average densities of pedestrians on a part of streets in the field are given.
These densities can be simply obtained by fixed point observations and so on.
Then using a linear programming (LP) technique, for each path we calculate
the number of pedestrians that follow the path per unit of time (called a flow
rate), minimizing the maximum error between the observed density and that
derived from the LP solution. Using the derived flow rates, we generate a UPF
scenario which can be used in network simulators. An example of a mobility
model derivation by UPF is shown in Fig. 4.2. The inputs are the potential
paths (p1 , . . . , p5 ) and the observed densities of the edges. UPF calculates
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Figure 4.2: An example of UPF.

the flow rates of the given paths so as to make the flow rates nearly equal to
the observed densities. For example, based on the observed densities, the flow
rates of p1 , p2 and p3 are 13, 8 and 10 respectively. Then, there are some errors
between the observed density on the edge 1-2 and 6-7. UPF minimizes the
maximum of these errors.
The behavior and network simulators are two independent programs that
periodically exchange necessary data through a TCP channel. When they are
initialized, they hold the simulation field and node objects independently. The
behavior simulator calculates the latest positions, directions and speeds of nodes,
and sends them to the network simulator. Message sending events (i.e. inputs
to networks) are also sent to the network simulator. The node objects in the
network simulator hold their positions, directions and speeds. The network
simulator conducts network simulation and packet exchange among those node
objects is simulated based on the mobile nodes’ signal propagation model.
MobiREAL UPF Scenario Generator

In MobiREAL, users can specify a

graph of the road structure through GUI to MobiREAL UPF Scenario Generator. If required information like pedestrian density is given, this tool generates
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(a) UPF mobility model.

(b) Transceiver application.

Figure 4.3: Animator snapshot.

a program code of a UPF mobility scenario that can be run in MobiREAL.
MobiREAL Animator

MobiREAL Animator visualizes simulation traces

of MobiREAL Simulator (see Fig. 4.3). Visualization of simulation results
is one of the most important facilities for network simulators. In particular,
visualizing mobility of nodes is mandatory for simulator users to confirm that
the realistic behavior of mobile nodes is reproduced. Our MobiREAL animator
runs on the Microsoft Windows platforms, and has been developed using DirectX
9. Each mobile node is represented as a small circle, and a semi-transparent
concentric circle represents its radio range. Packet transmission is animated by
concentrically growing circles with colors. To see an example demonstration of
MobiREAL Animator, readers may refer to our MobiREAL web page [27].

4.3

Quantitative Analysis of Mobility Characteristics Using MobiREAL

We characterize a mobility model which can reproduce the walking paths of mobile nodes in real environments to learn the difference from the generic, randombased mobility models. The metrics used for comparison have been presented in
Ref. [14], which characterize graph connectivity and mobility. These metrics are
link changes (i.e. the number of link creations between two nodes), link duration
(i.e. the longest time interval during which two nodes are in the transmission
range of each other), degree of spatial dependence (i.e. similarity of velocities
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of two nodes), degree of temporal dependence (i.e. similarity of velocities of
two time slots of a node), and relative speed of two nodes. We have compared
the Urban Pedestrian Flow (UPF) model with the Random Way Point with
obstacles (RWP/ob) model.

4.3.1

Urban Pedestrian Flow Model

The UPF model is used to reproduce the pedestrian flows in city sections. Given
(i) a simulation field represented as a graph G, (ii) a set P of paths on G where
each path is an acyclic sequence of nodes of G, and (iii) observed densities of
pedestrians on part of edges of G, this model can determine the flow rate of
each path in P , minimizing the deviations between the derived and observed
densities on the edges. Here the path rate is defined as the generation rate of
pedestrians per unit of time at the starting point of the flow. In summary, this
model can reproduce the realistic pedestrian flows from the observation results
of densities of persons on some streets. Readers who are interested in the UPF
model may refer to Ref. [25].

4.3.2

Random Way Point Model with Obstacles

We have defined a variant of the RWP model called RWP with obstacles model
(denoted as RWP/ob). Given a simulation field graph G like the UPF model,
each node randomly decides the next direction at each intersection, avoiding to
go backward.
Comparison To generate a simulation field graph G, we have modeled a real
500m×500m region including buildings in the downtown of Osaka city. Then
we have observed the pedestrians on a part of the streets for about a half of one
hour to obtain the average density of pedestrians to generate the UPF mobility.
The shortest paths were used as a set P of paths.
At first, we have measured (i) link changes (the number of link creations
between two nodes) and (ii) link duration (the longest time interval during
which two nodes are in the transmission range of each other). The distributions
of these metrics are shown in Fig. 4.4 and Fig. 4.5. Clearly, the RWP/ob model
has several cases with larger link changes (e.g. 9 and the above) compared with
the UPF model. This is natural because in the UPF model, more neighboring
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nodes are going to the same destination than the RWP/ob model and thus link
changes do not occur many times. This observation is endorsed by the link
duration result, where the UPF model has longer durations.
Secondly, we have measured the mobility characteristics metrics; (i) degree
of spatial dependence (difference of velocities between two nodes), (ii) degree of
temporal dependence (difference of velocities between two time slots of a node)
and (iii) relative speed of two nodes. The results are shown in Fig. 4.6–4.8.
In Fig. 4.6 and Fig. 4.8, the distribution patterns of the UPF model and the
RWP/ob model are very similar with each other. Note that the total amounts
of samples in the UPF model and in the RWP/ob model are different because
there is a deviation on the density of nodes depending on places in the UPF
model while it is almost uniform in the RWP/ob model. Fig. 4.7 shows the
difference between two models. In the UPF model, each node does not change
his/her direction at intersections frequently because each node goes to his/her
destination along the shortest path. Consequently, the dependence in the UPF
model becomes very high while it is not in the RWP/ob model.
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4.4

Performance Evaluation with Modeling of
Real Environment Using MobiREAL

We have simulated the services and applications as described in Section 4.1 with
modeling of real environment by using MobiREAL. In this section, we analyze
the results based on the analysis in Section 4.3. Design of related services
exploiting mobility are also provided.

4.4.1

End-to-End Communication Service

We have measured the performance of DSR protocol on the UPF model and
the RWP/ob model in order to see the influence of mobility on the quality of a
communication service.
Simulation Settings
We have used the same simulation field graph G as the one in Section 4.3. The
simulation time was 720 seconds. The communication was performed on UDP
from time 240 sec to time 720 sec. The initial speeds of pedestrians are 2 m/s.
After the connection was established, 10 kbps traffic was generated interactively
between the two service users to simulate interactive real-time communication.
We have used IEEE 802.11 DCF with RTS/CTS as the MAC layer protocol.
The radio range was set to 100 meters. The service users were selected in the
same pedestrian flow in the UPF model. In the RWP/ob model, they were
selected randomly provided that the Euclid distance between the two becomes
the same as the UPF model.
Experimental Results
The results are shown in Fig. 4.9–4.12. In the UPF model, the route was
established along the flow. Therefore, the route is more stable than that in the
RWP/ob model. This observation is endorsed by Fig. 4.9 and Fig. 4.10. The
packet arrival ratio becomes lower and the number of control packet is larger if
the route is instable, since there are many disconnections of the route. In Fig.
4.11, the UPF and RWP/ob models have similar patterns because the distances
between two service users were almost the same in both models. Finally in Fig.
4.12, the RWP/ob model has similar hops in many cases because the density on
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any street was almost identical. On the other hand, the hops were different in
the UPF model because each street had a different density.
From the results, it is obvious that such a link selection policy may be
suitable that selects stable links. The “stability” can be estimated based on
mobility characteristics which we presented in Section 4.3 or probabilities as
done in Ref. [97]. Also the links with long durations will be selected in route
discovery. In Section 4.5, we present a technique to estimate stability of links
based on mobility prediction.

4.4.2

Information Dissemination Service to Pedestrians

We have measured the performance of an information dissemination service.
This dissemination is performed through a mobile ad-hoc network where each
mobile node caches a message received from a fixed station or a neighboring
node. After receiving the message, it checks for every 15 seconds whether it
should send the cached information to its neighbors or not, according to the
predefined probability function P rob(P, S). This is called dissemination policy, where P and S denote the positions of the node and the base station,
respectively. After 60 seconds or once it sends the cached information, the node
discards the information. Therefore, each node has at most 4 chances to send
information. As the dissemination policies, we provide the following three P robi
(i = 1, 2, 3);
1. P rob1 (P, S) =

dmax −d(P,S)
dmax

where d(P, S) is Euclid distance between P and

S and dmax is the maximum Euclid distance of the field (in our simulation
√
field dmax = 500 2). This dissemination policy indicates that if the node
is located closer to the base station, it broadcasts the information with
higher probability.
2. P rob2 (P, S) =

d(P,S)
dmax .

This is the opposite of the dissemination policy

P rob1 .
3. P rob3 (P, S) = 0.5 ∗ C(d(P, S) ≤ dconst ). The value of C(t) is 1 only if
the condition t is true, otherwise 0. We have set dconst = 150 m. This
dissemination policy means that the node broadcasts the information with
probability 0.5 if the distance d(P, S) is no longer than 150m.
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Simulation Settings
Most settings follow the previous example except that the simulation time was
600 seconds, and the dissemination was performed from time 180 sec. to 600
sec. The base station was placed near the center of the field.
Experimental Results
We have measured the information dissemination ratio, which indicates how
many nodes obtained the information. Fig. 4.13 shows the result. Depending
on the dissemination policies, the dissemination ratios are different, but the
UPF model and the RWP/ob models have similar patterns. Here, we can see
that the ratio in the UPF model is better than that of the RWP/ob model.
This is because the UPF model has pedestrian flows, thus once a node obtains
a message, the others on the same flow are easily “infected”.
On implementing such a service in urban areas, we should design the dissemination policy being aware of pedestrian flows if possible. Since the information
is easily distributed to the nodes on the same pedestrian flow, we should adopt
a policy to let messages jump to the other flows to disseminate the messages
quickly. If the history of node mobility is available on each node, such a policy
may be effective that sends a message when a node discovers another node that
is expected to go to a different direction.

4.4.3

Information Dissemination Service to Vehicles

As the third example, we have measured the performance of an inter-vehicle
ad-hoc communication protocol called RMDP/CA, which disseminates the preceding traffic information to the following vehicles. This protocol is extended
from RMDP presented in Ref. [98].
Similar with the second example, each vehicle disseminates traffic information received from a neighboring vehicle to its neighbors. Each vehicle holds a
certain number of traffic information, and at relaying received information, the
node merges the received information with its own information.
In order to increase message delivery ratio, the dissemination interval is determined as follows. Generally, in the low density regions, the dissemination
interval should be short and in the high density regions (in case of traffic jams,
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Figure 4.13: Performance of information dissemination service to pedestrians.

for example) the dissemination interval should be long to avoid message collision. Ref. [98] has proposed Received Message Dependent Protocol (RMDP)
where users set the dissemination interval to the inverse proportion to the number of received messages. We have also decided concrete dissemination intervals
based on simulation results so that we can maximize the message delivery ratio.
We note that if collision occurs frequently, the numbers of messages received
by vehicles successfully become small. This makes the dissemination interval
of RMDP shorter because from the number of received messages, each vehicle
cannot distinguish low density regions from high density regions with communication errors. To cope with this problem, we have designed RMDP/CA (RMDP
with Collision Avoidance) where collision detection functionality is assumed as
the MAC layer.
We have used two mobility models of vehicles, (a) random way point based
mobility model and (b) traffic flow based mobility model. They are denoted as
the RWP model and the TF model respectively, and explained below.
Simulation Settings
We have used NETSTREAM traffic flow simulator [99] developed by Toyota
Central R&D Lab., Inc. in order for performing the effective prediction for
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Figure 4.14: Performance of information dissemination service to vehicles.

traffic jams and prior evaluation of ITS introduction. It defines traffic flow
characteristics and the lengths of signals for all road links based on real load
maps and signal conditions, and then calculates all vehicles’ movements at every
second. It could rather exactly predict the traffic jams when Nagano Winter
Olympic was held.
We use a real city map (20 km square) and its signal conditions, and estimate
the number of vehicles on each road based on its survey. The number of vehicles
was about 4,400. In the RWP model, we randomly specified the starting points
and destination. Its traffic flow was basically flat. Each vehicle does not wait for
the signals. It only follows the road when it decides its direction of movement.
It is close to the Manhattan mobility model and the city section mobility model
[100]. It cannot reproduce traffic jams although it can consider the density of
vehicles. On the other hand, in the TF model, traffic amounts are different
depending on roads, and traffic jams have occurred near signals with heavy
traffic.
We assume that each vehicle has IEEE 802.11 based wireless communication
facility. The size of the disseminated information was 1 Kbyte.
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Experimental Results
Fig. 4.14 shows the ratios of transmitted data amount and received data amount
and the collision ratios under the two mobility models. We note that in this
figure, if two vehicles receive the same data sent from a vehicle, the number of
the received data amount is counted as two. Since the node density was rather
low in the RWP model, the received data amount and the packet collision ratio
are rather low. On the other hand, in the TF model, there were some traffic
jams and thus the density of some regions was high. As a result, the received
data amount and packet collision ratio are rather high.
These results do not suggest the importance of mobility but we can see the
impact of node deployment to the performance of the service.

4.4.4

Information Collection for Disaster Relief

Mobile ad-hoc networks will be useful in case of emergency such as disaster
relief. As the last example, we have measured the performance of a service
which can be used to collect “alive messages” (safety informations) from people
in a disaster-stricken region.
This service assumes pedestrians (victims in this example) and vehicles as
mobile nodes. Through the mobile ad-hoc network which is composed of those
nodes, the safety information from each victim is flooded and arrives at a shelter
eventually, at which the safety informations of the victims are accumulated.
Inter-vehicle communication is controlled by RMDP/CA like the third example.
We have used two mobility models. The one is the RWP model. Because
there are pedestrians and vehicles, we have merged the RWP/ob model used in
Section 4.3 and the RWP model for vehicles used in the third example. Another
is called the disaster model (denoted as the DS model) where vehicles move
along the roads and follow the traffic rules while some victims walk around and
some others walk toward the shelter.
Simulation Settings
We have modeled a 1km×1km region of a disaster-stricken area includes a base
station (shelter) in the center. We have assumed 3,000 victims and 1,000 cars in
the region equipped with short range wireless radio devices. The radio ranges
were set to 100m for pedestrians and 200m for vehicles.
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Experimental Results
Fig. 4.15 shows the number of safety informations of victims accumulated to
the shelter under the two mobility models. In this result, the number of informations increases faster and continues to grow in the DS model while that in
the RWP model reaches the peak earlier. The reason of this difference seems
the same as the second and the third examples. In the RWP model, because
the nodes are uniformly distributed on all over the region, the number of nodes
nearby is relatively small. On the other hand, with the DS model, because
pedestrians move in crowds toward the shelter and vehicles move along the
roads, the information is disseminated along the flow easily.

4.5
4.5.1

Effect of Mobility Consideration on MANET
Protocols
CDE: Connectivity-based Direction Estimation

The basic principles of CDE are to monitor connectivity between neighbors and
estimate the freshness and duration of residence time in the wireless range. We
consider that a communication link is more stable when its duration is longer
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because the node goes into the same direction and its relative speed is low.
CDE algorithm is as follows. Each node periodically broadcasts a beacon
to its neighbors at interval T . Hence, the time-line is divided into time slots
of length T , and each node broadcasts one beacon per slot. Note that global
time is not required since we need only local timers in each node. This beacon
includes the sender’s identification. Hereafter, bj (t) denotes a beacon from node
j at slot t. Each node i maintains its neighbor table Ni , which includes active
ratios of other nodes. The active ratio of node j means how long j exists around
the node. Hereafter, we denote an active ratio of node j maintained by node i as
ari (j). In order to calculate active ratios, each node i maintains j’s active count
ci (j) (0 ≤ ci (j) ≤ W ), which is the number of successfully received beacons from
node j in the last W slots at node i. Then, node i can periodically calculate:
ci (j)
W
Moreover, CDE calculates short active ratios, which are active ratios in the
ari (j) =

latest short term. A short active ratio of node j at i is denoted as sari (j) and
maintained in a similar way to ari (j) by using the number of beacons sci (j)
received in the last Ws slots.1 Thus, i also periodically calculates:
sci (j)
Ws
The followings are detailed procedures of nodes for calculating (short) active
sari (j) =

ratios and node density. Node i records the receipt of bj (t) in Ni when it receives
a beacon bj (t). When the time slot t ends, node i checks each entry of node k
in Ni and increases ci (k) if i has received bk (t). Otherwise, ci (k) is decreased.
At the same time, i counts the number di of received beacons in the last slot t
in order to estimate the node density around it.
Each node i maintains the latest ari (j), sari (j) and di as described above.
By using these metrics, CDE enables to form stable ad-hoc links. Some design
examples are given in the following section.

4.5.2

Modification of DSR Protocol Using CDE

DSR
Dynamic Source Routing (DSR) [60] is one of well-known routing protocols on
MANETs. We describe the basic process of DSR here. When node s does not
1 We

assume Ws < W and obviously, 0 ≤ sci (j) ≤ Ws .
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know a route to node d, multihop routes are established as follows:
1. s floods a Route Request message (RREQ) to the network (RREQ phase).
2. d unicasts a Route Reply message (RREP) to s when it receives RREQ
(RREP phase).
In the RREQ phase, each node adds its own identification at the tail of the
node sequence contained in the received RREQ and broadcasts RREQ when
it receives RREQ. Then, when the destination d receives RREQ, d checks the
route from s (e.g., the sequence of identifications). d simply reverses the route
and returns RREP to s through the reversed route in the RREP phase if bidirectional links are assumed.2 Each node caches the routes to s when it receives
RREP. A route cache of each node is also updated when it receives RREQ or
overhears neighbors’ transmission.
In case of route breaks, a Route Error message (RERR) is sent to s. For
example, assume a route from s to d as {s, t, u, d}. u sends RERR to s via t
when the communication link u − d has been broken. s floods RREQ again to
find another route or uses another route if available in its route cache. Also, if
t knows another route to d when t receives RERR from u, t re-routes by using
its cache and notifies the route change to s. This route recovery function using
caches is useful since it reduces message overhead for RREQ flooding.
DSR using CDE
We give a case study where CDE is applied to DSR. For simplicity of discussion,
bi-directional communication links are assumed here. However we can easily
apply the following discussion to the uni-directional case.
Again, our goal is to establish stable communication links. For this purpose,
we modify DSR so that each node discards RREQ received via unstable links.
In DSR, RREP and RERR are sent through the routes where RREQ has been
forwarded by flooding. Thus, restricting flooding routes of RREQ also restricts
routes of RREP and RERR.
Here, we introduce three threshold values AR, SAR and D to represent
active ratios, short active ratios and node densities, respectively. When these
2 In realistic environment, radio range fluctuates and is not uniform. We may not be able
to assume bi-directional links hence. In such a case, d needs to find routes to s similarly by
flooding RREQ.
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A

B

Figure 4.16: Simulation map.

Table 4.1: Simulation parameters.
Radio range
100 (m)
Bandwidth
1 (M bps)
Moving speed
Normal dist. of µ = 1.5 (m/s), σ 2 = 0.1
Beacon interval
1 (s)
Data size from users 5,120 (bytes)
# of nodes
154
Street length
500 (m)

metrics of node j are updated, each node i checks if the value of each metric
(ari (j), sari (j) or di ) is greater than its threshold and sets a valid bit to the
entry of j in neighbor table Ni if all the metrics satisfy the condition. Otherwise,
i sets an invalid bit to the entry of j. Based on the valid bit, when i receives
RREQ from j, it decides whether it discards RREQ or not. That is, when i
receives RREQ from j, i processes the RREQ phase if and only if the valid bit of
j is set. In the next section, we show that this simple policy effectively supports
to establish stable communication links in DSR.
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Figure 4.17: The number of RERR vs. threshold D.

4.5.3

Performance Evaluation

Simulation Settings
We have used a map which has two streets as shown in Fig. 4.16. Each street
has two corners and their end points are connected via the points where stars
are located in the map. We located two fixed nodes at the star points. These
two nodes communicate interactively by UDP over the MANET using the DSR
protocol. In this scenario, user i starts to send voice data of 5,120 bytes to
another user j. Then, when j receives the data from i, j sends voice data of
5,120 bytes to i. This interaction is repeated. For detailed simulation settings,
see Table 4.1. We have set threshold values of AR and SAR to 0.8 and 0.5,
respectively and measured the performance of DSR changing the value of D.
In the simulation, DSR using CDE (DSR/CDE) is compared with the original
DSR.
In order to confirm the effect of different node densities, the average node
density on street B has set to about three times that on street A. Each node
continues to move between the two end-points of the initial street.
Results
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Figure 4.18: The number of local link repairs vs. threshold D.
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Figure 4.19: The number of global link repairs vs. threshold D.
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Figure 4.20: The number of RREQ vs. threshold D.

Stability of Routes

Fig. 4.17 shows the number of RERRs. Obviously,

DSR/CDE achieves better performance than DSR. This result means that link
breaks in DSR/CDE occur less than DSR(other words, CDE enhances stability
of DSR). Moreover,the number of local repairs and global repairs is shown in
Fig. 4.18 and Fig. 4.19, respectively. These results also show that the number of
link breaks in DSR/CDE is less than that in DSR and remark the effectiveness
of CDE to increase stability of ad-hoc communication. Also in Fig. 4.20, we can
see that the number of RREQs in DSR/CDE is less than that in DSR because
CDE enhances the stability of links.
Communication Performance Fig. 4.21 shows the number of messages
sent from the two fixed nodes. The number of sent messages in DSR/CDE is
slightly less than that of DSR when D = 30. This is because D is sometimes
too high and the number of candidate links becomes small. We can see that
DSR/CDE achieves better performance in packet delivery ratios (see Fig. 4.22).
In Fig. 4.21 and Fig. 4.22, we can see that DSR/CDE can establish more stable
communication links since packet delivery ratios in DSR/CDE are higher than
DSR when almost the same number of messages are sent. In Fig. 4.23, the
average delay in DSR/CDE is very similar to that in DSR except in the case of
D = 30 again. Therefore, we need to set thresholds carefully or may need some
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Figure 4.22: Packet delivery ratios vs. threshold D.
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Figure 4.23: The average delay vs. threshold D.

autonomous threshold tuning mechanisms. However in most cases, DSR/CDE
shows better performance and thus CDE improves stability of DSR.

4.6

Conclusion

In this chapter, we have analyzed the effect of mobility models on MANET
applications through simulation using MobiREAL simulator and confirmed significance of considering realistic deployment and movement of pedestrians and
vehicles in the design of mobile ad-hoc network services in urban areas so that
these services can achieve high performance and quality in such environments.
Based on this analysis, the Connectivity-based Direction Estimation (CDE) has
been proposed and is applied to DSR. The experimental results have shown that
stability of ad-hoc communication can be increased by considering characteristics of node movement.
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Chapter 5

Ad-hoc Localization in
Urban Districts
5.1

Introduction

In this chapter, we present a localization algorithm called UPL (Urban Pedestrians Localization) for positioning mobile nodes in urban districts. The design
principle of UPL is two-fold. (1) We assume that location seeds are deployed
sparsely due to deployment-cost constraints. Thus most mobile nodes cannot
expect to meet these location seeds frequently. Therefore, each mobile node in
UPL relies on location information received from its neighboring mobile nodes
in order to estimate its area of presence. The area of presence of each mobile
node becomes inexact as it moves, but it is helpful to reduce the areas of presence of the other mobile nodes. (2) To predict the area of presence of mobile
nodes accurately under mobility, we employ information about obstacles such as
walls, and present an algorithm to calculate the movable areas of mobile nodes
considering obstacles. This also helps to reduce each node’s area of presence.
The experimental results have shown that by the above two ideas UPL could
achieve 8m positioning error in average with 10m of radio range.
The remainder of this chapter is as follows. Section 5.2 presents the design
of UPL. The algorithm and implementation are discussed in Section 5.3. Section 5.4 shows experimental results and an application example is presented in
Section 5.5. Section 5.6 concludes this chapter.
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5.2
5.2.1

Urban Pedestrians Localization: Design and
Benefit
Preliminaries

Each node is equipped with a personal area communication device such as ZigBee and Bluetooth. Our algorithm does not depend on specific hardware, however it is not realistic to assume that each portable device continues seeking
neighbors which are several tens of meters away, especially in a dense crowd
like in downtown, due to battery limitation. Thus as a realistic hardware environment we assume these PAN communication technologies. For simplicity of
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Symbol
r
Vmax
Rit
Rit ⊕ r
ti
t
∆ti

Table 5.1: Notations.
Notation
communication range
maximum speed of nodes
area of presence of node i at time t
area of presence of node i at time t expanded by communication range r
time when the last localization was executed at node i
current time
elapsed time since ti , that is t − ti

discussion, we assume the same communication range r for all the nodes. We
also assume the same maximum velocity Vmax for all the nodes (this does not
mean that each node moves with the same speed). Hereafter, we let Rit denote
an estimated area of presence (or simply called an area of presence) of node i
at time t. The area of presence of node i is the region in which node i expects
to exist.
Each node broadcasts hello messages with regular intervals to its neighbors.
A hello message transmitted by node i includes the area of presence Riti and
time ∆ti = t − ti where ti is the time when the last localization was executed at
node i and t is the time when the message was transmitted. Thus Riti denotes
the most recently updated area of presence of node i, and time duration ∆ti
indicates the elapsed time since ti . Obviously ∆ti is calculated by a local timer.
The hello message also includes a common obstacle map M of a target region
which is lightweight enough. We assume that this map is initially given by seed
nodes, and then it is distributed by hello messages among mobile nodes. The
data structures of Riti and M are given later in Section 5.3.1.

5.2.2

Localization Overview

UPL (Urban Pedestrians Localization) algorithm presented in this chapter is
a multi-lateration algorithm that updates each node’s area of presence when
it meets another mobile node (or a seed node) which has also its own area of
presence which was updated at a certain time.
When node i receives a hello message from node j, node i immediately runs
UPL to update its area of presence. UPL is executed as follows. We denote by
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Figure 5.3: Ratios of average sizes in simplified versions over those in original
UPL.

t the time when node i received the hello message. Node i calculates Rit and
t

Rjt from given Riti and Rjj , respectively. Moreover, based on the calculated Rjt
where node j is expected to exist at time t, node i calculates the region in which
node j’s signal can be heard at time t. We calculate this region by expanding
Rjt by communication range r and it is denoted by Rjt ⊕ r. Finally, we obtain
the new area of presence of node i at time t, by intersecting Rit and Rjt ⊕ r
because node i must be located in both Rit and Rjt ⊕ r.
We say that Rit is complete if and only if Rit contains the position of node
i at time t. Moreover, for two complete areas of presence Rit and R̂it of node i
at time t, if |Rit | < |R̂it | then Rit is said to be more accurate than R̂it . Our goal
is to design an algorithm that can determine areas of presence of nodes which
are as complete and accurate as possible. Of course prioritizing completeness
or accuracy is a trade-off, so in our experiments we pursue this trade-off and
discuss better settings.
Area of presence information itself can be used for many services. For example, if service providers receive an area of presence of a shopping customer,
it may send the information about shops and restaurants in that area. In such
a case, to avoid sending useless information for users, precise identification of
the area of presence is an important issue. Also, for services which need to
identify the location of nodes such as navigation systems, we present a position
estimation function that determines the most likelihood point from a given area
of presence. This is given in Section 5.3.5.
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An example of UPL procedure is illustrated in Fig. 5.1. In Fig. 5.1(a), Riti
t

and Rjj are illustrated. Fig. 5.1(b) and Fig. 5.1(c) show Rit and Rjt computed
t

from Riti and Rjj , respectively. Additionally in Fig. 5.1(c), Rjt ⊕ r is shown.
Finally Fig. 5.1(d) shows Rit , the intersection of Figs. 5.1(b) and 5.1(c).
As we have seen in the above example, we need to calculate Rit and Rjt ⊕
r. Again, compared with the existing proposals, the significance of our UPL
is two-fold; (i) we consider ad-hoc localization between mobile nodes and (ii)
we consider the movement of mobile nodes among obstacles in the algorithm
to take into account the practical environments in urban district. To see the
effect of (i) and (ii) intuitively, we have measured the sizes of the areas of
presence in two simplified versions; UPLno adhoc which does not perform adhoc localization between mobile nodes, and UPLno obs which does not utilize
obstacle information to predict the movement of nodes. The simulations were
conducted in a 500m × 500m region where 16 seeds and 2,000 mobile nodes
were deployed on 8 vertical and horizontal streets (for the other settings, see
Section 5.4). We focused on one of the streets, and plotted on each point on
the street the ratio of the average size of the areas of presence of nodes at the
point in UPLno adhoc over that in the original UPL in Fig. 5.3(a) and the ratio
of the average size in UPLno obs over that in the original UPL in Fig. 5.3(b).
From Fig. 5.3(a), if we do not perform ad-hoc localization, the average areas of
presence are much larger than those in UPL at some points. On the other hand,
from Fig. 5.3(b), if we do not use obstacle information, the average areas of
presence are about twice as large as those of UPL in the worst case and almost
nodes are uniformly affected.
Moreover, to see how the consideration of obstacles is effective to reduce the
area of presence in more details, we present the localization process by UPLno obs
in Fig. 5.2, which corresponds to that of UPL in Fig. 5.1. Clearly, the calculated
areas of presence, Rit and Rjt unnecessarily cover the region beyond the obstacles,
and as a result, the obtained Rit in Fig. 5.2(d) is much larger than that in Fig.
5.1(d).
To take benefit from ad-hoc localization by mobile nodes and obstacle information, we need to calculate the movement of nodes among obstacles. Thus we
carefully design the data structures and the algorithms which do not overload
small hand-held devices with poor memory size and poor computational capa-
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t

(a) Rjj (black grids) and
obstacles (lightly shaded
grids with solid lines)
(grid size w = 1).

(b) Rjt (black and dark
grids; Vmax · ∆tj = 10;
∆tj = t − tj )).

(c) Rjt ⊕ r (black, dark
and gray grids; r = 2).

Figure 5.4: Computing area of presence and its expansion by communication
range.
bility. In the next section we present the data structure and algorithm followed
by discussion about implementation issues.

5.3
5.3.1

Data Structure, Algorithm and Implementation Issues
Area of Presence and Obstacle Map

Several data structures have been introduced and used to represent an area of
presence in past localization algorithms. In Ref. [24], some data structures are
given and discussed in details. In the most simplest way, we may use circles or
simple polygons such as rectangles to approximate areas of presence, but obviously it lacks the accuracy of approximation. MCL [16] uses a set of randomly
selected points to represent an area of presence, where simplicity is a merit for
small hand-held devices. Sextant [24] utilizes a list of representative points and
the area is approximated as a set of Bezier curves between those points.
Unlike these methods, we divide a target region into small grids and represent
areas of presence and obstacles by sets of grids. Here, the form of each area of
presence in UPL is more complex than existing methods because we consider
regions restricted by obstacles and the movement of nodes in such complex
regions. There are some methods that deal with obstacles. For example, Sextant
[24] takes into account an area restricted by obstacles. However, it does not
need to consider the computation of movement of nodes because it deals with
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Figure 5.5: 1st and 2nd steps of APC algorithm (value inside a grid represents
t
distance from Rjj ).

stationary nodes. Considering the fact that in our case the operations on areas
of presence are more complex, we should benefit from simple data structure.
Instead, data size may be large. Later we will analyze how much memory is
required to execute the algorithm.

5.3.2

UPL Algorithm Description

Computing Area of Presence
We present an algorithm to compute Rjt , an area of presence of node j at time
t

t, from given Rjj (tj < t), ∆tj = t − tj and an obstacle map M . Rjt and M
are represented by sets of grids. This algorithm is referred to as APC (Area of
Presence Computation) algorithm and does not require complex functions like
ones used in graphics libraries, instead we only use simple operations which are
lightweight enough.
First, we represent the map M by set F S, the set of all the grids in the
movable space (free space) of M . That is, F S is the set of all the grids which
are not included by the obstacles. Basically, to calculate Rjt , APC algorithm
t

t

adds to Rjj the grids in F S within Vmax · ∆tj distance from Rjj . However,
it may be expensive under the existence of obstacles to calculate the shortest
t

distance from Rjj for each grid in F S. Therefore, we design the algorithm such
t

that we can expand Rjj step by step while keeping a certain accuracy.
We introduce some terminologies and notations. For grid g, a grid which
shares a side with g is called a side grid, and a grid which is not a side grid of
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Rjt = Rjj ; B0 =set of border grids of Rjj ;
t

F S =set of grids in free space except Rjj ; h = 0;
do {
Bh+1 = ∅;
for each g ∈ Bh {
for each side grid g 0 of g in F S {
if (d(g) + w ≤ Vmax · ∆tj ) then {
Bh+1 = Bh+1 ∪ {g 0 }; d(g 0 ) = d(g) + w;
F S = F S − g0 ;
}
}
for each diagonal
grid g 00 of g in F S {
√
if (d(g) + 2w ≤ Vmax · ∆tj ) then {
√
Bh+1 = Bh+1 ∪ {g 00 }; d(g 00 ) = d(g) + 2w;
F S = F S − g 00 ;
}
}
}
Rjt = Rjt ∪ Bh+1 ; h = h + 1;
} while (Bh 6= ∅)

Figure 5.6: Area of presence computation (APC) algorithm.
g and shares a single vertex with g is called a diagonal grid. The side grids and
diagonal grids are called neighboring grids. Also, for a set G of grids, a grid
in G which has at least one neighboring grid outside G is called a border grid.
t

For each grid g, we let d(g) denote the shortest distance from Rjj (d(g) = 0 if
t

g is in Rjj ). Here, the distance of two neighboring grids is the Euclid distance
between the centers of the grids.
t

APC algorithm is described as follows. We start with Rjt = Rjj and iterate
the following procedure. For each border grid g of Rjt with the shortest distance
d(g), we add to Rjt each side grid g 0 of g in F S if d(g) + w ≤ Vmax · ∆tj where
w is the side length of a grid. If g 0 is added, we set the shortest distance of g 0
as d(g 0 ) = d(g) + w. Similarly, we add to Rjt each diagonal grid g 00 of g in F S
√
if d(g 00 ) + 2w ≤ Vmax · ∆tj . If g 00 is added, we set the shortest distance of g 00
√
as d(g 00 ) = d(g) + 2w. Then we remove all g 0 and g 00 which have been added
to Rjt from F S. This procedure is repeated until there are no new grids in F S
which can be added to Rjt .
t

Fig. 5.4 shows examples of Rjj , Rjt and Rjt ⊕ r. Also in Fig. 5.5 we illustrate
√
t
how Rjj expands at each step of the algorithm where 2 ≈ 1.4. The formal
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description of this APC algorithm is given in Fig. 5.6.
Expanding Area of Presence by Communication Range
Then we compute Rjt ⊕ r, the area of presence of node j at time t expanded by
communication range r.
For this purpose, we may apply APC algorithm described in Section 5.3.2.
Here, radio propagation may be affected by phenomena such as fading and
diffraction especially in city sections. Therefore, ideally, we should design a
propagation prediction algorithm considering these phenomena. However, in
our environment, it is not reasonable to implement such a complex algorithm.
Also, as we stated briefly in Section 5.2.1, we assume PAN communication
devices with relatively small communication range. Therefore, we may ignore
the impact by those phenomena and we simply use APC algorithm to expand
Rjt .
Intersecting Two Areas
Intersecting Rit and Rjt ⊕ r is simple. We seek grids which are included in the
two areas. Finally we obtain the new area of presence, Rit ∩ {Rjt ⊕ r}.

5.3.3

Memory Space and Computation Complexity Issues

We discuss implementation issues of the APC (Area of Presence Computation)
algorithm. In particular, we look at physical memory usage to show that we
can implement UPL for small hand-held devices.
We first analyze |Rjt ⊕r|, the size of the computed area of presence expanded
by communication range. We consider the worst case where no obstacle exists.
t

We let diamax denote the maximum diameter of Rjj just after the execution of
the last localization at node i at time tj and ∆tmax denote the maximum value
of ∆tj . Then,
|Rjt ⊕ r| ≤ π(

diamax
+ Vmax · ∆tmax + r)2
2

We assume that node i receives at most n nodes’ areas of presence at time t.
Node i needs space to store at most
(n + 1)

π( dia2max + Vmax · ∆tmax + r)2
w2
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grids for the areas of presence, and
FS
w2
grids for an obstacle map where F S denotes the free space in the obstacle
map. For each grid in an area of presence, vertical and horizontal offsets and
the shortest path distance of the grid need to be stored. Here, we borrow some
parameter settings from our experiments of Section 5.4 to see the memory usage
in practical situation. The target field size is 500m × 500m and the grid size
is 2m × 2m. Then we have 250 × 250 grids in the field and 1 byte is required
to represent an offset in [0..250). We have set Vmax = 2m/s and r = 10m.
Also to represent a shortest distance, 1 byte is enough. Thus for each grid in
an area of presence we need 3 bytes, and for each grid in F S we need 2 bytes.
From the experimental results, the area of presence was at most 200m2 and
diamax = 25m if the street width is 8m. Thus we set

diamax
2

= 12.5m. Also, from

the experimental results ∆tmax = 2sec. and n = 1 in most cases. As a result,
each node needs to have at most 1.1k grids in the areas of presence where each
grid requires 3 bytes, and 62.5k grids in F S where each grid requires 2 bytes.
Thus around 130kbyte memory is required. This is reasonable enough for recent
mobile terminals which have memory in mega-byte order, and manageable even
by small sensor nodes.
As a computation complexity, UPL does not require complex operations like
those used in graphics library, but only requires iteration of simple operations
like list search. We are now going to implement our UPL algorithm in MOTE
to show that it is executable by small devices.

5.3.4

Other Optimization

The existing techniques have utilized some other information to assist more
accurate localization. Some techniques maintain and use the history of signal
receptions from a seed. Concretely, by knowing the timing when the node
entered or left the communication range of a seed, we may be able to identify the
position of the node exactly on the disc edge of the communication range of the
seed. Also some try to extend the communication range of a seed by multi-hop
propagation of the seed information. In our experiments, we have incorporated
these techniques for more accurate localization and position estimation. The
detailed implementation is explained in Section 5.4.
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Table 5.2:
Region size
Grid length (w)
Radio range (r)
# of Nodes
# of Seeds
Initial Node deployment
Mobility model
Speed distribution

Hello message interval

5.3.5

Simulation parameters.
500m×500m
1, 2 or 4 (m)
10 (m)
500, 1,000, 2,000 or 3,000
8, 12 or 16
Uniform distribution
Random Street Decision Model
Uniform distribution of [1.0, 2.0],
[3.0, 4.0], [5.0, 6.0], [7.0, 8.0] or [9.0, 10.0]
(m/s)
1, 2, 5 or 10 (s)

Position Estimation

Here, in case that we need to identify the location of a node from its area
of presence, we give a position estimation function that determines the most
likelihood point in the area of presence. We have used the following estimation
function to determine the most likelihood point p from an area of presence R
and obstacle map M ;
select p ∈ R that minimizes max
dist(p, p0 )
0
p ∈R

(5.1)

where dist(p, p0 ) is the shortest distance between p and p0 on M (that is, the
shortest distance among obstacles). Considering the fact that the actual point
exists within R in most cases (later we will show that most areas of presence
are complete in UPL), selecting such p that minimizes the maximum distance
between p and another point p0 in R is helpful to minimize errors of positioning.

5.4

Performance Evaluation

We have evaluated the performance of UPL through our network simulator
MobiREAL [25, 26, 27], which has been developed based on GTNetS (Georgia
Tech. Network Simulator [96]) and can create realistic behavior of mobile nodes
under given city maps.
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Figure 5.7: Osaka downtown region (snapshot from MobiREAL animator).

5.4.1

Simulation Settings

We have used two maps, (i) Manhattan region [101] of 500m×500m with 8
streets and (ii) the real map of 500m×500m region in front of the Osaka train
station (Fig. 5.7) called Osaka downtown region. In the both regions, nodes were
uniformly deployed initially, and then they are moved according to “randomstreet-decision” mobility where at each intersection each node decides to which
direction it goes, except the backward direction. The other settings are described in Table 5.2 where default values are emphasized by bold font.
As we stated in Section 5.3.4, some techniques for more precise estimation of
positions have been presented in some literatures. Especially, MCL [16] provides
two effective techniques, one of which uses the history of signal receptions from
a seed (this history information is called leaver and arriver information), and
another uses two-hop advertisement of seed positions to extend the coverage of
seeds. In the two-hops mode, nodes which have received the position information
from seeds immediately forward the information to their neighbors. In our
experiments, we have borrowed these sophisticated ideas and implemented those
techniques. Due to space limitations we omit the implementation details but
interested readers may refer to Ref. [16].
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We conducted three types of experiments. The experiments of the first
type were conducted to see the performance characteristics of UPL varying
several parameters. In particular, we pursue the trade-off between completeness
(whether an area of presence includes the current position of a node or not) and
accuracy (the size of the area of presence), and show that our UPL could achieve
a reasonable trade-off. The experiments of the second type examine the effects of
(i) the ad-hoc localization and (ii) precise calculation of node movement among
obstacles. For this purpose, we also examine the performance of two simplified
versions of UPL, UPLno adhoc and UPLno obs , part of the results have already
shown in Section 5.2.2 and Fig. 5.3. In these experiments we have used the
Manhattan region. Finally, the experiments of the third type were conducted to
see the performance compared with typical existing methods. We have selected
Amorphous [20] which performs multi-hop cooperative multi-lateration, and
MCL [16] which uses short-range seeds. These methods estimate the position
of each node, therefore, we have used the position estimation function (5.1) of
Section 5.3.5. In these experiments we have used Osaka downtown region to see
the practical performance in a real region.
The experimental results of these three types are presented and analyzed in
the following sections, Sections 5.4.2, 5.4.3 and 5.4.4, respectively.

5.4.2

Impact of Parameters and Environments on Performance

We have conducted the simulations of the first type in the Manhattan region.
For the areas of presence of nodes, we have measured their accuracy and the
completeness. To see the accuracy, we have measured the sizes of areas of
presence. For completeness, we have measured the completeness ratio, which
is the ratio of the complete areas of presence among all the examined areas of
presence. The average sizes and ratios are derived from 20 simulation cases.
Grid Size

The grid length w may affect both accuracy and completeness. We

have evaluated the average sizes and completeness ratios of areas of presence
under different values of grid length w (1m, 2m and 4m). The result is shown
in Fig. 5.8(a). From the result, we do not see the difference of completeness
ratios for different values of w (they are close to 1.0, the perfect completeness),
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Figure 5.8: Impact of parameters and environments on performance.

and we can see explicit difference of the sizes. This is because smaller grids
can represent the borders of areas of presence more accurately. In the case of
w = 4, the average size is 800m2 , which is rather large compared with the cases
of w = 2 and w = 1. Also we do not see big difference between the cases of
w = 1 and w = 2. Considering the fact that the grid size quadratically affects
memory space as we discussed in Section 5.3.3, we may select w = 2.
Hello Message Interval The frequency of hello message transmissions will
affect the accuracy because receiving “fresh” area of presence information is
much more useful to reduce the area of presence for the receiver. In order for
a node (say node i) to receive a hello message from a node (say node j) which
is moving toward node i, the interval must not be greater than

r
Vmax .

In this

experiment r = 10m and Vmax = 2, thus 5 seconds are the maximum interval.
We see the accuracy in different intervals (1, 2, 5 and 10 seconds). The result
is shown in Fig. 5.8(b). From the result, 2 seconds seem the most reasonable
interval because it achieved similar size as the case of 1 second interval with the
less number of messages.
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As movement speeds become large, there is a merit for each

node that it may meet more nodes. However quick expansion of areas of presence
is a demerit. To see what happens if we increase the speeds of nodes, we have
varied the minimum and maximum speeds. The result is shown in Fig. 5.8(c).
The size of the area of presence increases linearly as the speed increases. Thus
slow speed is better for accuracy. Since increasing speeds has similar effect with
increasing hello message intervals, this is the result as expected. This result
proves our localization is well fit for slow pedestrians.
Number of Nodes Obviously, UPL is largely affected by node density. Thus
we have varied the number of nodes and have measured the accuracy and completeness. Fig. 5.8(d) shows the result. From the result, we need a certain
density to achieve accurate areas of presence. However, this means that we
need to encounter with a certain number of nodes, and does not mean that a
dense ad-hoc network is required. Such feature is good in city sections where it
is hard to assume that large ad-hoc networks are constructed and maintained.
Number of Seeds

One of the advantages of UPL is that it does not require

many seeds. To see what happens if we decrease the number of seeds, we have
varied the number of seeds (8, 12 and 16). The result is shown in Fig. 5.8(e).
This is the natural result where the accuracy increases as the number of seeds
increases. Here, 16 seeds with 10m transmission range only cover 2% of the
25 × 104 m2 region. Even in such a region with sparsely deployed seeds, UPL
could achieve reasonable accuracy where 200m2 indicates that we can identify
a node on a street with 8m width within 25m length.
Totally, UPL could achieve enough accuracy (around 200m2 ) with almost
perfect completeness, by appropriate parameter settings and environments.

5.4.3

Effect of Ad-hoc Localization and Precise Calculation of Movement

To see the effectiveness of our two key ideas, (i) ad-hoc localization between
mobile nodes, and (ii) precise calculation of nodes’ movement among obstacles,
we revisit the result in Fig. 5.3 and show the distributions of the ratios of sizes
at the points in the whole region in Fig. 5.9. Their average values are described
in Table 5.3 as well as the average completeness ratios. The default parameter
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Table 5.3: Average ratios of sizes and completeness ratios.
Ratio of sizes Completeness ratio
UPLno adhoc
5.293
0.981
UPLno obs
1.233
0.983
UPL
1.000
0.983

Magnification of Area of Presence to UPL
Figure 5.9: Distribution of ratios of sizes of areas of presence in UPLno adhoc and
UPLno obs over those in UPL.

settings in Table 5.2 were used in the experiments. From Fig. 5.9, obstacle
information gives a certain amount of impact on accuracy of many nodes. On
the other hand, ad-hoc localization dramatically improves the accuracy of some
nodes. This fact indicates that in some places which are away from seeds, ad-hoc
localization is very helpful. From Table 5.3, obstacle information and ad-hoc localization reduce 19% and 81% of each area of presence in average, respectively.
Overall, we can say that ad-hoc localization dramatically improves the accuracy of some nodes, and obstacle information well helps further improvement
uniformly.
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Figure 5.10: Average estimated position errors.

5.4.4

Comparison with Other Approaches

For comparison purpose, we have measured the estimated position errors of
UPL, MCL[16] and Amorphous[20] using Osaka downtown region. The default
parameters in Table 5.2 were used in the experiment. Fig. 5.10 shows the
position errors (average of 10 simulations) regarding the communication range
(r = 10m) according to the progress of simulation time. Here, the important
fact is that Amorphous achieved relatively low accuracy, and MCL performed
better than Amorphous even though MCL does not use ad-hoc networks and
just uses direct information from seeds. This is because accurate estimation by
a hop-based technique may be difficult in urban district where most space is
restricted by obstacles. On the other hand, UPL outperforms these methods
and the error is at most 0.8r, that is, 8m. This is reasonably small error for
services like navigation in cities, identification of nearby shops and restaurants,
or tracking of children.
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GreedyMode(i, d)
1 mindist = dist(li , ld );
2 minid = i;
3 foreach(n ∈ NeighborList){
4
if( dist(ln , ld ) < mindist ){
5
mindist = dist(ln , ld );
6
minid = n;}
7 } //Decides the next hop greedily
8 if( minid != i)//forward to the next hop
9
SendTo(minid);
10 else //cannot get closer
11
PerimeterMode(i, d);
Figure 5.11: Forwarding algorithm of GPSR.
Planarize(i)
1 foreach(n ∈ NeighborList){
2
foreach(w ∈ NeighborList){
3
if(w == n) continue;
4
else if(dist(li , ln )
5
> max[dist(li , lw ), dist(ln , lw )]){
6
eliminate edge(i, n);
7
break;
8
}
9
}
10 }
Figure 5.12: Relative neighborhood graph generation algorithm.

5.5
5.5.1

Application Example: GPSR Using UPL
Overview of GPSR

GPSR assumes that each node knows its own accurate position. Hereafter, li
denotes the position of node i. In order to know the positions of the destinations,
some location services such as MLS [102] may be used.
Each node maintains its neighbor table where each entry consists of the
identification and position information of a neighbor. The neighbor table is
updated by beacons periodically broadcast by neighbors. Fig. 5.11 shows the
forwarding algorithm of GPSR. When node i forwards a message destined for
node d, i forwards the message to the neighbor which is geographically closer to
d than i and the closest in all the neighbors included in i’s neighbor table. This
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Table
Radio range (r)
Bandwidth
Beacon interval
Moving speed

5.4: Simulation parameters.
10 (m)
1(M bps)
1 (s)
Randomly selected from [0.1, 1.0] (m/s)

forwarding policy is called the greedy mode. In addition, the perimeter mode is
used to forward messages when nodes cannot find closer neighbors in the greedy
mode.
In the perimeter mode, planar graphs are locally constructed based on location information. On the planar graphs, messages are delivered on the faces,
which are the polygons on the baseline between the source and th e destination,
following the right-hand rule. Consequently, messages are delivered whenever
the source and the destination are connected because the planar graphs do not
have crossing edges. The planar graph construction algorithm is described in
Fig. 5.12. In this algorithm, a Relative Neighborhood Graph (RNG) is locally
constructed using neighbors’ location information.

5.5.2

Design of GPSR Using UPL

In GPSR, each node periodically broadcasts a beacon including its location
information to its neighbors. On the other hand, UPL also uses beacons that
contain senders’ areas of presence. Thus, we can design GPSR by using beacons
of UPL because the position of node j can be calculated from j’s area of presence.
The following is a detailed description of the process.
1. Node i runs UPL and updates Ri by the intersection of Ri and Rj ⊕ r
when i receives a beacon from j.
2. Node i estimates position of j based on Rj by the position estimation
function (5.1) of Section 5.3.5.

5.5.3

Performance Evaluation

Simulation Settings
We have evaluated GPSR using UPL by MobiREAL simulator. Hereafter, we
denote GPSR using UPL by UPL for simplicity of notation. In the simulation,
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(b) Obstacle map.

(a) Free space.

Figure 5.13: Simulation map.
the followings are compared with UPL.
IDEAL In this case, GPSR is running in the ideal environment. Each node
always knows its own and neighbors’ exact location information without
any beacons. This setting derives the best performance of GPSR.
GPS Each node is equipped with GPS and broadcasts a beacon including the
node’s exact location information periodically. GPSR was executed in this
environment. In the experiments, beacon intervals were set equal to that
of UPL.
Simulation parameters are shown in Table 5.4. In the experiments, the number of nodes was changed. We have used two simulation maps: a free space of
100m×100m shown in Fig. 5.13(a) and an obstacle map where a square obstacle
of 50m×50m is located at the center (see Fig. 5.13(b)). In the both maps, base
stations that advertise their accurate positions are located at the circles shown
in Fig. 5.13(a) and Fig. 5.13(b). We used the random walk mobility model
[103] for the movement of mobile nodes and the maximum moving speed Vmax
used in UPL was set to 1.0(m/s).
On the above settings, we have measured packet delivery ratios and message
delay. Each base station randomly selects another base station in every second
and sends a 512 bytes message to it.
Results
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Figure 5.14: Packet delivery ratios in the free space.
Performance in Free Space Fig. 5.14 shows packet delivery ratios in the
free space. The packet delivery ratios in GPS and UPL decrease approximately
50% compared to IDEAL. The reason is that in GPS and UPL, there are some
location errors in neighbor tables due to the movements of nodes.
One reason why the position errors affect the performance of GPSR is that
neighbors included in a neighbor table have sometimes already moved out of
the radio range when a node tries to forward a message. In this case, messages
cannot be forwarded. Especially in the greedy mode, a forwarding node may
often choose a neighbor near the boundary of the radio range since it is probably
the closest to the destination. This decreases the packet delivery ratios in GPS
and UPL. In order to avoid such situations, Ref. [104] proposes a routing
protocol which uses the velocity vectors of neighbors.
From the results shown in Fig. 5.14 and Fig. 5.15, we can see that UPL
achieves similar performance to GPS and therefore could confirm the effectiveness of the ad-hoc localization.
Effects of Obstacles

Fig. 5.16 and Fig. 5.17 respectively show the packet

delivery ratios and message delay in the obstacle map. In Fig. 5.16, the packet
delivery ratio of UPL is less than that of GPS. This is because planar graphs
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Figure 5.15: Message delay in the free space.
may be wrong when the position information contains large error. Consequently,
loops and network partitions may occur. Nevertheless, UPL is comparable to
GPS in high node density because of decreased position error.
Position Estimation Error

The average position estimation errors in the

free space and in the obstacle map are shown in Fig. 5.18 and Fig. 5.19,
respectively. In the free space, advertisements from the base stations are easily
propagated through ad-hoc communication around the center of the region. In
addition, nodes in the free space receive advertisements from the base stations
directly more often than in the obstacle map. These are the reasons for the
smaller position estimation errors in the free space.
From the results shown in Fig. 5.14–5.19, we can see that UPL achieves
comparable performance to GPS when the position estimation error is less than
10m where the wireless communication range is 10m.

5.6

Conclusion

In this chapter, we have proposed a range-free localization algorithm called UPL
(Urban Pedestrians Localization) for positioning mobile users in urban districts.
In UPL, we assume that each mobile node cannot expect to meet location seeds
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Figure 5.16: Packet delivery ratios in the obstacle map.
frequently. Therefore, each mobile node uses the location information from
neighboring nodes, which are also mobile. In such a situation, it is important
for highly accurate positioning to predict in which area a node exists after a
certain time. For such a purpose, we employ obstacle information to precisely
determine the movable area of nodes between obstacles. Simulation results have
shown that the positioning error is 8m where radio range is 10m.
We have applied UPL to GPSR and evaluated it in order to see the effectiveness of UPL when used in geographic routing protocols. From the results,
we have confirmed UPL could help GPSR to be GPS-free, without excessively
sacrificing its performance.
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Figure 5.17: Message delay in the obstacle map.

Figure 5.18: Average position estimation error in the free space.
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Figure 5.19: Average position estimation error in the obstacle map.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion
In this thesis, the following two research topics have been studied to increase reliability of networks: (1) a cooperative network monitoring technique with high
availability to reduce workloads of network administrators, and (2) a method
for ad-hoc topology formation to achieve stable communication on MANETs.
The existing work related with those topics was summarized in Chapter 2.
First, some related work concerned with network management was mentioned.
Next, we referred to some mobility models for simulations. Techniques for stable
ad-hoc communication such as geographic routing protocols were also discussed.
Finally, various localization algorithms were surveyed.
In Chapter 3, a cooperative network monitoring technique has been proposed. The proposed technique aims at reducing workloads of network administrators and detecting damaged areas quickly and thoroughly when problems
such as infection of viruses and DoS/DDoS attacks occur. For this purpose, we
have proposed a middleware for efficient and robust network monitoring based
on autonomous group formation. Network administrators can easily describe
network management scenarios by using the APIs provided by the middleware.
When a problem occurs in multiple segments, the corresponding monitoring
nodes form a group dynamically using logical neighborhood relations. By communication among group members, they can share the information about the
monitoring items. Based on the pre-defined management scenario, the nodes in
the group carry out the reactive actions autonomously. This feature increases
the availability of the proposed technique.
Next, we have analyzed the effect of mobility patterns on MANET protocols
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in the Chapter 4. The simulation results have shown the importance of mobility consideration for the performance of MANET protocols. As a case study,
the Connectivity-based Direction Estimation (CDE) was proposed to estimate
neighbors’ moving direction by monitoring beacons. We have applied CDE to
the routing protocol DSR and evaluated its performance through simulation.
The results show that the stability of ad-hoc communication has been improved
by considering the movements of nodes.
Finally, in order to increase the stability and reliability of ad-hoc communication, Chapter 5 presented a range-free localization algorithm called UPL
(Urban Pedestrians Localization) for positioning mobile users in urban districts.
In UPL, we do not assume that each mobile node can meet location seeds frequently. Therefore, each mobile node uses the location information received
from its neighboring nodes, which are also mobile. We employ obstacle information to precisely determine the movable areas of nodes between obstacles, and
we use the information to increase the accuracy of positions of mobile nodes.
We have confirmed the effectiveness of UPL through simulation.
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